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CORRECTIONS TO THESIS "I*-ALGEBRAS AND THEIR APPLICATIONS".
The proof in Proposition 2.3 of the fact that^^ is proper, i.e. , 
r n = <0>, is not correct. This only affects the contents
of Chapter 2. If we define a "proper I -algebra" as an I -algebra 
for whichJ is proper then all the results of Chapter 2 remain true
+
*
for proper I -algebras.
G.Lassner and A.Uhlmann [C.M.P._7(1968) 152-159] show that ^(IR^) and 
D(IR^) are proper I^-algebras. Their method easily extends to 
^D(]R^) and D(1R^,0). I do not know of an example of an I -algebra 
that is not proper.
On page 43 lines -11,-12, replace by "the subalgebra
generated by Pir^  (^)P.
It is worth pointing out that the algebraic axioms in Definition 1.1, 
no divisors of zero, trivial centre and invertibility only for the 
non-zero elements of the centre, are only used in Propositions 1.4, 
1.5, Corollary 1.6 and part (c) of Proposition 2.10. For this reason 
they have been dropped in the definition of I —algebras in the joint 
paper with D.A. Dubin, I -Algebras and their Applications (submitted 
to C.M.P.). They then follow as special properties of certain —  
I*-algebras. In particular, they are true for all BU-algebras.
ABSTRACT OF-THESIS
I*-ALGEBRAS AND THEIR APPLICATIONS
Presented for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy 
in the Open University
by
Julio Cesar Alcantara-Bode, B.S., M.Sc.
July 1979
In this thesis we study a class of topological - algebras, I - 
algebras, that subsume and generalize the Borchers algebra ^ (IR^ ) .
* *
In)Chapter 1 we define an I - algebra as a complex unital topological
* - algebra with no zero divisors, trivial centre, whose only 
invertible elements are the non-zero elements of the centre; and siich 
that if I^^jf^f^ = 0, then f^ = 0  (1 < i < n). As a locally convex 
space it is a nuclear LF-space. We derive some algebraic and topo­
logical properties from these axioms and show that completed tensor
•k
algebras over nuclear LF-spaces (BU-algebras) are I -algebras.
■k
In Chapter 2 we isolate a certain subclass of I -algebras of which 
^ (H^) is typical, by defining what we call property (N). Such 
algebras will be seen to possess an extensive list of topological and 
order properties.
In Chapter 3 we introduce BU-algebras convenient for the study of the 
CAR, CCR and Current Commutation Relations. We show that for the su(2) 
Current Algebra, the formal Heisenberg Hamiltonian admits a rigorous 
interpretations as a derivation on the corresponding BU-algebra. We 
characterize states in which this derivation is implemented. A 
procedure is given to construct representations of Current Algebra in 
terms of Frechet-Volterra derivatives. For the su(2) Current Algebra 
we give an example of a representation with a prime part : the 
corresponding state is not infinitely divisible, therefore.
In Chapter 4 we discuss symmetries. Under some quite general hypotheses
*
we are able to reproduce most of the results known in the C -algebraic 
framework.
In Chapter 5 we show that the geometrical approach to the Tomita-
Takesaki theory, due to Rieffel and Van Daele, is suitable for 
extension to general topological *-algebras. This enables us to 
iritroduce the motion of KMS states on topological ^-algebras, and to 
show that Bogolubov’s and Sewell’s inequalities hold for such states. 
With an additional technical assumption of operator domain stability, 
Sewell’s inequality will be shown to be equivalent to the KMS condition
In Appendices A, B, and C we summarize the definitions and the results 
from the theory of locally convex spaces, ordered vector spaces, and 
semigroups in locally convex spaces, respectively, that are employed 
in the main body of the th'esis.
In Appendix D we illustrate the ideas of Rieffel and Van Daele, con­
structing a family of modular automorphisms, independently of 
Von Neumann algebra considerations.
Originality
It is worth pointing out at the outset that the principal results in 
Chapters 1 and 2 are patterned after the known properties of the 
Borchers algebra . We have mostly given the proofs that are
rather different and more general than those for x f^  )• For Chapters 
4 and 5, the ergodic and dynamical properties of C -algebras served as 
a prototype.
In Chapter 1 originality is claimed for the order axiom and the LF 
property in the topological axiom of Definition 1.1, Proposition 1.5, 
Corollary 1.6, Definition 1.7, Theorem 1.8, Examples 1.9(b) and (c), 
the second isomorphism in Proposition 1.10, the proof of Lemma 1.11, 
Proposition 1.12 and Corollary 1.13.
From the results given in Chapter 2 we claim originality for the part 
of Proposition 2.4 that does not involve the nuclearity of /K" , 
Proposition 2.5, the isolation of Property (N), Proposition 2.6, the 
laèt part of Proposition 2.8, Proposition 2.9 and part (c) of 
Préposition 2.10.
As far as the results of Chapter 3 are concerned, we claim originality 
foi Proposition 3.11 except its last part, the procedure to construct 
representations of Current Algebra in terras of Frechet-Volterra 
derivatives, and the example of a representation with a prime part.
In Chapter 4 originality is claimed for Proposition 4.6, Lemma 4.7, 
Proposition 4.8, part of the proof of Theorem 4.9, and Proposition 4.11
In Chapter 5 the application of the Rieffel-Van Daele theory to general 
topological *-algebras, even though quite straightforward, is new, as 
is the derivation of Sewell’s inequality (Proposition 5.12).
Proposition 5.7 is new in the stated generality.
For the material in the Appendices our only claim to originality is 
to Propositions A.49, A.50, and the whole of Appendix D.
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CHAPTER 1
I*-ALGEBRAS
Following the work of Borchers [1] and Uhlmann [2], the Wightman
Quahtum Field Theory of a scalar field may be formulated in terms of
* . . .  
representations of a certain topological -algebra. Iri this way one
obtains a very concise description of Quantum Field Theory, and, more
importantly, a suitable framework within which one can study some
important and general structural questions [3-7],.
Under some additional technical hypothèses, this formulation of Quantum 
Field Theory reduces to a C -algebraic one [8,9]; unfortunately, the 
physical meaning of these extra hypotheses is unclear.
1.1 Definition and Immediate Consequences
It is our objective in this section to single out a class of topological 
—algebras relevant to the study of Current Algebras, quantum continuous 
systems in statistical mechanics, and complex and/or multicomponents 
fields in Quantum Field Theory. The class of algebras so defined we» 
shall call I^-algebrhs; the axioms that follow are motivated by .
properties of the Borchers algebra ^OR^) [10,11].
Definition 1.1 An I —algebra is a complex unital topological 
—algebra with no zero divisors and trivial centre. Moreover the only 
invertible elements are the non-zero elements of the centre; and if
Z * f*f. = 0, then f. = 0 (1 < i < n). As a locally convex space it is 
1=1 1 1 1
a nuclear LF-space.
k
Note that for a topological -algebra, the product is separately, 
continuous and the involution is continuous.
- 2 -
In the next Proposition we collect some topological properties of 
I -^algebras needed for further developments.
Proposition 1.2 An I -algebra is barrelled, bornological, complete
Mohtel and reflexive. Its strong dual, ^  , is nuclear, complete, 
barfellcd, bornological, and Montel.
Proof As is an LF-space, it is barrelled, bornological, and 
complete : [12], Cor 2 (p61); Cor 2 (p62); and Cor (p60). Being 
complete, barrelled, and nuclear, implies that is a Montel space : 
[13], Cor 3 (p520); consequently it is reflexive : [12], p 147.
As ^  is nuclear LF, ^  is nuclear : [12], Theorem 9.6 (pi 72); 
exercise 2 (pi 73). ^  is complete because ^  is bornological : [12],
Theorem 6.1 (pi48). As ^  is nuclear, it is a Schwartz space ([14 ]);
is then the strong dual of a complete Schwartz space and conse­
quently barrelled and bornological : [15], prob 9 (p287). Finally, 
is Montel because ^  is : [12], Theorem 5.9 (pl47). g
*
In the discussion of the order properties of I -algebras we will need 
the following improvement on the continuity properties of the product.
Proposition 1.3 The product in an I -algebra ^  is  hypocontinuous, 
therefore jointly continuous on bounded sets. The product of bounded 
sets is bounded.
Proof Since ^  is barrelled, by Proposition 1.2, and the product is 
separately, continuous, its hypocontinuity follows from [15],
Theorem 2 (p360). The other two assertions follow directly from the 
hypocontinuity of the product : [15], Proposition 2 (p359).
- 3 -
For the sake of completeness we mention the following algebraic
f *
properties of I -algebras.
V * *
Proposition 1.4 In an I -algebra, the only idempotents are zero and
tlie identity. There are no proper minimal ideals, and the Jacobson
radical is {0}.
Proof See [10], Theorem II.5; Theorem II.8; and Theorem II.6, 
respectively.
k
The next proposition shows that the only interesting I -algebras are 
infinite dimensional.
Proposition 1.5 If an I*-algebra is different from its centre, 
it is infinite dimensional.
Proof Suppose ^  is finite dimensional. It musfthen be isomorphic 
to a Banach algebra with identity and as such is an algebra with 
continuous inverse : [16], pl77. Then for AcC, |A| sufficiently large, 
f-A is invertible, so f-A = y, for some non-zero yeC. Therefore the 
algebra is equal to its centre...
* «
Corollary 1.6 The only finite dimensional I -algebra is C.
1.2 BU-Algebras
The question of the existence of non-trivial I -algebras is answered 
affirmatively by the following important example of a Borchers- 
Uhlmann algebra, or BU-algebra. Indeed, we do not know of any I —algebras, 
apart from C, which are not of this form.
- 4 -
Definition 1.7 Let be a real nuclear LF-space and E = E^ (g)^C
its complexification. The BU-algebra over E is the locally convex 
direct sum
0.1)
; n=0
where n=0 corresponds to C by convention, and indicates the completion
of the tensor product in the inductive tensor product topology (see
i
Appendix A). The product with respect to which _E is an algebra follows 
from its graded strueture: iff_= (fQ,fj,...,f^, 0,0,..),
£ =  (go,8,,..',8g, 0,0,..).e E, then
fxs, = (foSo'fo8|+f|8o'---'%i+j = p h ®  g^,0,0,..) (1.2)
It is further assumed that a continuous involution, J, is defined on
In an obvious way this extends linearly to an involution
* * - * * 
on E, with (Af_ x g^ ) = A^ x ^
*Theorem 1.8 A BU-algebra is an I -algebra.
Proof For the algebraic properties we may modify Lemma 1.2.4 of [11]
slightly. The identity is (1,0,0,...). For the divisors of zero
we come to f^ g^ = 0 with f^ c (0) E and g ^ e  (0E, g^5^0
(c.f. [11] ibid). Then f^ = 0 by the linear disjointness of tensor
products : [13], p.403. If is in the centre of the algebra, choosing
elements g such that g. = 0 unless j = r, where f f 0, f^ - 0 for
—  J
all i > r, then f^ ®  g^ = 8^ &  for all g^ e §^E. The case r=0
gives ftCl, so assume r > 0. By linear disjointness it follows that
f = Xg (AeC) for all g^e ^^E, implying f^ = 0 which is a contradiction 
This proves the algebraic properties.
Since E is a nuclear LF-space, (§) E, n ^ 2, and E_are nuclear LF—
- 5 -
spaces by,Propositions A.49 and A.50 of Appendix A, respectively.
We prove now the separate continuity of the product: the map
i •
L(f) : E  ►£, L(f)(g) = f X g is continuous iff the restriction of
L(f) to 0  E is continuous for all n^O. By linearity there is no 
Idss of generality in assuming ^ to be of the form
V-
(0,. .. ,0,f^,0, . .) , f^ e 0 ^E, r>0. Let be a net in 0 ^ E
that converges to zero; by Proposition A.48 of Appendix A, {f (0 g 1
? -^n+r r n .
ië a net that converges to zero in (0 E. Similarly we can prove
that the map R(f) : E_ ^E, R(f) (g) = gxf is continuous.
Next we check the continuity of the involution. The involution is
00
continuous on ^  <2*^ iff it is continuous on each (nSO) . We
n=0 ' ’
A * *
need only consider n>2 and prove that (f,g,...,&)*^----►£ 0 . . . & g  0  f
(f,g,...,£ G E) is separately continuous (see Proposition A.48 of 
Appendix A). If is a met that tends to zero in E,
{£ Ô  ... <9 5 0  f } is a net that tends to zero in 0 ^ .  Evidently
this result is symmetric in the variables f,g,...,£. Therefore the
oo
involution is continuous on, ©  <S>^ E, and by continuity it can be
n=0 ^
extended to its completion E.
Finally, let us assume that x = 0 and f 0 (l<i<n). There
is no loss of generality in taking l<s<n, as the subset of
{f^}.^.^ whose elements nave the greatest order for their last non- — l<i<n
vanishing components: call it r^O. The case r=0 is trivial, so we 
assume that r>l. We then have that
f^ = 0, f^ 6 g ^ E  (l<i<s)
1 = 1  r r r ^
It the are linearly independent, then by the linear dis­
jointness of tensor products, this last equation implies that f^ = 0,
- 6 -
I<i^s, which is a contradiction. Assume now that the { f ^ } , a r e
r lsi<s
linearly dependent and that I<k<s, is a maximal linearly
Ï i
independent subset of {f . There must then exist complex
V r l<^ss
I ' 1 k i
numbers l<i<k, k+l<j<s, such that: f^ = Therefore
: i*
Now since the {f linearly independent we use linear
disjointness to get that
By the linear independence of the get that 1 + “ 0,
which is a contradiction.«
■
We wish to point out that the inductive tensor product topology is 
the natural topology to use in BU-algebras. First of all, E (0 F is 
but E 0  F generally is not, barrelled when E and F are. Secondly,
E 0  F has transitive properties for inductive limits. Note that 
^  (IR^ ) 0  ^OR^) is the set /D QR^^) but with a strictly coarser
topology than the canonical LF-topology.
Examples 1.9
(a) E = (IR^ ) and E = X^(IR^) are the original BU-algebras 
due to Borchers [1] and Uhlmann [2] respectively. Here J 
is the identity.
(b) For applications to the canonical anticommutation relations
(CAR) and the canonical commutation relations (CCR) we
take E^ = (M) 0  Æ ( M )  and E = ^  (M) 0  Z)(M), where
iK IK IK
oo ^
the configuration space M is a paracompact C -manifold, 
countable at infinity and Hausdorff. The case M =IR^ is 
typical. Here and hereafter 2) will be equipped with its
- 7 -
canonical LF-topology. For ease of notation we shall 
write g^(M) and E = ^ (M) , so that E = (M) .
The involution J on is taken to be J(f,g) = (g,f)
*
(c) For any real finite dimensional Lie algebra ^  , the BU-
algebra formed from ^  ^  with
involution J(f (x) 0  X) = -f(x) 0  X, will be shown to
be pertinent to the description of the current algebra
based on ^  .
1 .-3 The Topology .
The isomorphisms given by the following Proposition will be of some 
use later.
Proposition 1.10 Let ^  be an I -algebra,,^ its initial topology 
and the finest locally convex topology on ^  for which the linear
map f 0  g — «*fg from ^ 1 * ^ 2  0  ^ L ^  3 onto ^  is continuous.
Denote the kernel of this map by K. Then
[ ^ ] / K  4; (1.3)
1 ^^]/K jï/ c (1.4)
and is finer than / K .
Proof We will only prove the second isomorphism, since the other case 
is similar. Let %  be the finest locally convex topology on such 
that the map M : yf [ ^  ] ^  ^  , M(f g) = fg is
continuous. Then the map m : ^  ] x 3 ---- ^ ^ 1 ^ 3 ,
m((f,g)) = fg, is separately continuous and so the maps L(f)(g) = fg 
from ÿf [ ^ ]  i n t o 1 ^ 3  are continuous. Taking f=l implies that 
^  is finer t h a n ^ ,  but by definition ^ i s  finer than ,
= 4T.
so
Going to the quotient, it is obvious that
M : ®  ^ j4 ]/K  r/i [ tT ]
is continuous and one-to-one.
Now M  ^°M is the canonical projection from ^  ^  ^  ^  ] onto
< ^ \ _ ^  ] ^  ^  ]/K, which is continuous. But as ^  ^  , M  ^°M
A/ _ ] /V _ ,
is continuous iff M is. Thus M furnishes the indicated isomorphism.
Thé last assertion follows from the fact that the i-topology is finer 
than the tt- topology : Appendix A, Proposition A. 43. g
The topology was introduced for / (IR^ ) by Yngvason in [17],
For BU-algebras one can give an easily verifiable necessary and 
sufficient condition for the equality of the topologies ^ a n d  \f\/'.
But before doing this we need to prove a technical Lemma, quoted 
without proof in [18].
Lemma 1.11 Let E be a non-normable metrizable locally convex space.
Then there is a generating family consisting of increasing
mutually inequivalent seminorms and a family continuous
linear functions such that l^^ff)! ^ c p^^ (^^f), for all fcE, k>l,
0<c, <+= and sup. „ ' k>l , where B is the open unit ball
k ^feBp^ |(f)^ (f)| = +“ ,
associated to the seminorm p%.
Proof Since E is metrizable and non-normable there is a generating
family consisting of increasing mutually inequivalent
seminorms. Define p. = p' . Since B is unbounded, there is a
1 1  P j
continuous linear functional 4^, such that sup^^^ |^  ^
Pj 1
The continuity of c})j implies the existence of n^>2, and c^(0 < Cj < +°°)
- 9 -
1
thé construction then proceeds in an obvious way by induction.
such that |(})j (f) 1 < CjP^ (f), for all feE. We define p^ = and
■
Proposition 1.12 For a BU—algebra Ej ( / l^  — ^  iff E is an LB—space.
Prbof ' Let E be an LB-space. As E is also nuclear, the spaces 0^E,
ni2, are LB (c.f. Appendix A, Proposition A.49). This implies that 
Eiis an LB-space (c.f. ibid. Proposition A.50) and by Proposition A.43 
we have E 0  E = E 0  E. Therefore bÿ Proposition 1.10,
Now let E be an LF-space, that is not LB, and {E^} a sequence of
definition of E. There exists an £>1 such that E is non-normable.
Let {é, }, , be a family of continuous linear functionals on E obeying
k k^l X,
the conditions or Lemma 1.11. We show that the bilinear form on
, 1^; 4^1 ) if
E^, (f,g)A/V-*())(f^g]^ \is not jointly continuous and hence, since (}> is
continuous, that (f,g)/t/t^fxg is not jointly continuous. Assume there 
is a continuous seminorm p on E^ such that lcj)(fxg)l < p(f)p(g).
Taking f = (0,f j ,0, .. .) , g = and g_ = (0, ...,g^,0,. .) , (ne 1 ) , with 
(*n+l 49 39*n+]) (8^) ^ 0 we get |*^^f,)l < c^p (f ^ ), where c ^ = p ( D
and c = p(g^_,) I (4)^0 ... #*k)(8k-i)l"^ for bi2, which is a contra
diction since the <})^ cannot all be dominated by a single continuous 
seminorm.
Since E is nuclear, induces the original topology on for all
n>l (c.f. Proposition A.49) and consequently ^  induces the original 
topology on E^. Clearly, then, the product in ^  cannot be jointly 
continuous either, 16., ( / ( /  4^ g
Corollary 1.13 For a BU-algebra E, the product is jointly continuous 
iff E is an LB-space.
- 10 -
I
We remark that, since a Banach space is nuclear iff it is finite 
dimensional, every sequence of definition of a nuclear LB-space consists 
of finite dimensional spaces.
Iri [173-' Yngvason proved that the multiplication in ^(|R^) is not 
jointly continuous.
“ 1 1 “
CHAPTER 2
ORDER PROPERTIES
The order properties of ^  (IR^ ) are well known [3,4,19]. In this
(' . , ■ . * 
section we consider the corresponding properties for general I -algebras,
*
2il Ordered I -Algebras
Definition 2.1
(â) For an I -algebra the set of hermitian elements is
^ ^ = { f c j Z ^ : f  =f}, (2.1a)
the set of positive elements is
= {Z^^jf^f^ : f j, , nG(N}, (2.1b)
and the closure of is written ^ ^ .
(b) The subsets of the dual ^  ,
^ h  ^ * 4» (I ) = 0(f) for all fe<^ }, (2.2a)
= [#G^ : 0(f) ^ 0 for all fG^^}, (2.2c)
and 1E ( ^ ) = { ( { ) G jj| ^ : 0(1) = 1] (2.2c)
will be known as the set of hermitian functionals, positive 
functionals and states, respectively.
Lemma 2.2 A positive functional is hermitian and obeys the Cauchy- 
Schwarz inequality
1 (j)(f g) I ^  < 0(f f )0 (g g) (f,ge^) (2.3) '
Proof See [11], Lemma 1.4.2. g
, of an I -algebra ^Proposition 2.3 The hermitian part,  is a
complete real vector space whose complexification is . The cones
12 -
^  ^  ^ are proper strict b-cones which are generating for (4
The hermitian functionally^ constitute a complete real vector space 
whose "complexification is ^  , with . The cone ^  ^  is
a complete proper normal cone with baëe J E ( ^ ) .  The set -  <j/f ^ is
dhnse in
Proof The completeness of follows from the continuity of the
involution and the completeness of ^  . The remaining properties of
are obvious. For the assertions about ji^^ we follow [19]. Since
f = ■^(1+f)^ - -^(1-f)^, for all fe ^ i s  generating for ÿ) Let
Jl  ^ ’ 1 2
Be f i  ^ be bounded; by Proposition 1.3 the sets B = {-^ C^l+f) : feB} and
’ ’ 1 2  ’ ’ ’ .
B = {-^(1-f) : feB} are bounded. The set B^ = B uB is also bounded
and BcBjH^^ - Therefore i s a strict b-cone. ^  ^ is
proper because E.^.f.f. = 0  implies f. = 0  (l<i<n). We now come to 
 ^ 1=1 1 1  1
the properties of ^  ^ and ^ generating implies that ^  ^ i s
generating; is a proper strict b-cone because the strong topology
on ^ ^  is compatible with the duality < ^  and is a proper
strict b-cone ([20], Cor 1.23, p74). •
J I * *
The properties of ^  ^  follow from the fact that (j) (f) = <j)(f ) defines
k . » i »
a continuous involution — i»(j) on A  . A  i s  a proper normal cone 
because ^ ^  is a proper generating strict b-cone and is reflexive
([20], Cor 1.26, p75) . ^ ^  is complete because it is closed and
is complete. The assertion about the base follows from the
h
Cauchy-Schwartz inequality. Finally since A is a proper cone.
^  is dense in ([20], Property 1.19, p71).g  
We are now in a position to prove further properties of the topology
— IS""
Proposition 2.4 For any I -algebra ^  ^  C(/^ is Hausdorff and
niiclear. The involution is continuous from ^  to ^  [/(/].
Proof First we follow [17] to prove that ^  ^  c ^  [/K] . Since the 
involution is continuous on ^  [^3, ^ i s  generated by a family of
symmetric seminorms (p } ic. p (f) = p (f ), for all feÇ» »
' C t 0t6! A  Ot Ot »
aeA. From equation (1.3) and Proposition A.51 of Appendix A we get 
that the seminorm
“p (f) = inf{E.^ p (g.)p (h.) : E.^Lg.h. = f, neIN} (2.4)
1 = 1  a 1 a i i=l i i
is //^-continuous . Now since [«^] iS barrelled f/V''— v(|) (f f)
1 / 2  .
IS
a continuous seminorm for all cj)è ^ : [21], Theorem 4.1. Then there 
is an aeA such that (j) (f < p^(f) for all f c ^ , and from the
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we get
Therefore |(|)(f)l ^'p (f), i.e., cj) g ^  [//] .
We now prove the topological properties of Since is
dense in (Proposition 2.3), separates the points of ^  .
Then c implies that ^  l f / 3  is Hausdorff. It follows from
this that K is closed i n  ^  [ ^ ]  0 ^  ^ { .  ^ 3  (Proposition 1.10) and 
from equation (1.3) that ÿ/ [//] is nuclear.
Finally the involution is continuous o n ^  [ because is a
generating family of seminorms forl//'and the ^  are -symmetric.g
The next proposition gives an interesting relationship between topological
k
and order properties of I -algebras.
— 14 —
Proposition 2.5 Every bounded set in ^ ^ ^ 3  is order-bounded.
Proof Since is reflexive, its topology is defined by the
»
family of seminorms Pg(^) = sup^^^ |#(f)|, as B varies over all bounded
subsets of ^ ^ 1 ^ 3 .  By [22], Theorem 3, (see also Appendix B,
Proposition B.18) since ^ ^  is a normal cone in a nuclear and barrelled
space <^^L^3 , there is a summable sequence of positive numbers
{X^} and a bounded sequence {f^} ih <A , such that 
n ndN ^ n +
Pg(4) ^ ^ndN^n'^^^^n^ * for all (>) e ^ ^ [ ^ 3  (2.5)
If and B c ^  we then get
*(E - f) > 0 for all feB
ndN n n
Thus B is contained in the order interval [0, E A f ], i.e., it is
ndN n n
order bounded. Now if B is an arbitrary bounded subset of ^^^[^],
there is a bounded set Bj <= such that BcBj-Bj, since is a
strict b-cone. Then B c [-g^ ,g^ ] where B^ c [0,gg ], g^  ^ ^  + * m
1 1  1 1
In [17] Yngvason proved Proposition 2.5 for by a different method
2.2 Property (N)
We have found that the following condition on the/l/-topology enables 
us to prove a number of further order properties. We leave open the 
question of whether or not the condition follows from the axioms.
An I*%algebra ^  has property (N) if the convergence of the net
„ to zero in cj,[//] implies the convergence of the 
1=1 1  1  veF T' h
net {E‘.^ ff^^> to zero in / j [ ^ ] ®  j ^ L ^ 3 .
1— 1 1  i v G i  , * I'
It can be shown that property (N) is equivalent to its apparently
- 15
weaker version obtained by replacing \ j \ f  by » X  + ~ '
Préposition 2.6 The topology of ah I -algebra ^  is given by its 
St j tes/ i.e., has {f<%^ — ».(() (f*f) ^ tlE(yj)} as a generating family
of : seminorms, iff A has property (N).
Proof Let p be a continuous seminorm on yj [ ^ ]. By nuclearity there 
is 'a summable sequence of positive numbers and a ^-equi-
coritinuous sequence of linear functionals such that
' %mdN'm/Tm(f)l' <2.6)
for all ft (LIAJ; see also Appendix A).
If {p } , is the generating family of semincrms introduced in the 
a aeA
proof of Proposition 2.4, then there exists a gcA such that
^ luil|(Pe0,Pe) (2-n
(see Appendix A, Proposition A.51, for the definition of Pg#^Pg). To
o *
see this, first pick geA such that {T } . c B . By -symmetry and
m meiN p^
the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
(Pg &  fi) = sup gO
'  Pg .
As T cB° , IT (f.)l^ < (Pod9'PR)(%;*if*Gf;), giving, the desired
m  Pg i=J m l  p e p i— i i j-
inequality. By Proposition A.51 we have p^ <S^Pg - P^0.^Pp there­
fore
^ I I M  I d P g ® . P B > ( h é h ® h > ’ ( 2 - G )
By a theorem of Ky Fan (Appendix B, Proposition B.20) there is an 
w G ÿj ^[(//] such that
w(f*f) > p(f)2 for all 1 7 ^
iff in and l i m ^ z / , P ( 4 " b ^ S .
— 1 6 “
implies Ç = 0. If property (N) holds, this last condition is 
guaranteed by inequality (2.8). Since the involution is continuous 
on j/j C (/Î/5 (Proposition 2.4),
(j)(f) = Y  w(f+f ) + Y  w(i(f -f)) (2.9)
is in ^  C/l/*] and (})(f f) > p(f)^. It remains to prove the continuity
of the seminorm f  ---»^(f f)^^^, but this follows as in Proposition
2.4.
Assume now that the topology ^  is given by the states. If (f) is the 
state that dominates p^ we, get (c.f. Proposition A.51)
Property (N) then rollows from I he i uequn lily I nvol vi ng 
({)^, and the fact that ^ ^  ] (Proposition 2.4) .g
Corollary 2.7 Let ^  have property (N). Then has a base iff 
there is a continuous norm on ^  [ ^ 3 .
be
Proof Now has a base iff there is a strictly positive linear
functional on /I : [20], Proposition 3.6 (p26). Let f  »llf|l
the hypothesized norm. By Proposition 2.6 there is a state cj) that 
dominates | 1 • | | , so 0 < 1 | f M  ^ <j) (f f ) /  if f 0.
In [17] Yngvason proved that the topology of ^  (IR^ ) is given by its 
states.
The next Proposition shows that the /^l/"topology is better adapted 
than ^  for the study of order properties.
- 17 -
IS
Proposition 2.8 Let ^  have property (N). Then is normal in 
. If, further, ^  i s  a BU-algebra with ^  ^  ( / l /^ then ^ 
ndt normal in ].
Proof The first assertion follows as in [17], Theorem 4. For the 
sëcond, one can show as in [17], Theorem 5, that ^ ~
(f,g)/w— ►cf)(fg) is a jointly continuous bilinear form. In the proof 
of Proposition 1.12 we have shown that when ^ ^  f/i/^there is a
[ ^ ] ^ such that (f,g)/v---»#(fg) ië not jointly continuous. There-
' th* r * *
fdreat least one of hermitian functiohak^+$ , i(4>“  ^ )» is not in
i.e., ^ ^ ^ [ ^ ]  . The conclusion follows froki
Proposition B.16 of Appendix B .g
The following proposition shows that in most cases of interest the 
topological properties of are not as rich as those o f ^ .
Proposition 2.9 Let ^  have property (N) . If ^  ^ then^Kis not 
barrelled. If, further, j/l/^is complete, then it is not homological, 
it has the same bounded sets as and is generated by its extreme
rays.
Proof If # is a state, f/w^c») (g*f g) is again a state, and therefore 
continuous (c.f. Proposition 2.4). A polarization argument 
then shows that — v^Xgf) is also (/(/-continuous for any state cf),
and all g e < ^ .
From the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality it follows that for any state (j)
4>(f*f) = supg{l(j)(g f) 1 : (f>(g g) = 1}' (2.10)
we may \nrite, therefore,
{fe ^  : *(f*f)^/^ < 1} = rig{fe^ : |^  (g*f) | < 1, (j) (g g) = 1}.
(2.11)
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From the |/î/-continuity of f/vt— »^(gf) it follows that the closed 
unit ball of the seminorm f/M-— >^(f f)'^^ is ^//-closed, and henc( 
an /(/-barrel. As ^  ^ \ / ^ ■> there is a state cp whose closed unit 
ball is a ^^-neighbourhood of zero (Proposition 2.6) but not an 
//^-neighbourhood of zero; hence z/l/is not barrelled.
As a complete bornological space is barrelled : [12], Corollary,
(p63) , if {/(/is complete it is not bornological.
Since has a basis of neighbourhoods of zero consisting of 
barrels and i/l/'is complete, every (//-bounded set is ^^-bounded : 
[13], Lemma 36.2, [15], pl09. The reverse inclusion is obvious.
Finally since ^  [ ^ ]  is complete and dual nuclear, a theorem of 
Thomas (Appendix B, Proposition B.19) will imply the conclusion about 
the extreme rays if we show that the order intervals [0,f] (fejz/^) 
are ^-compact. But as ^  is Montel and [0, f ], ^/"“closed, we
only need check -boundedness of these order intervals. As is
normal in ^^[//] (Proposition 2.8), [0,f] is /l/-bounded : [12], 
Corollary 2 (p216) and therefore ^^-bounded.g
Part of the information contained in the next Proposition is relevant 
for the problem of extension of positive linear functionals.
Proposition 2.10
(a) If (|) is an element of the algebraic dual of ^  that takes
positive values on then (p is continuous.
(b) If ^  is a BU-algebra, has empty interior.
(c) If C has property (N), ^ ^  has empty interior.
_  ] 9 —
Proof For (a) and (b) see [19], Theorem 3.1, and Lemma 2.4 
respectively.
Fdr (c3 we note that if ^ were to have interior points, there would 
be order units for : [12] exercise 10(a) (p251). But is a
ndn-normable Hausdorff topology (Corollary 1.6 and Proposition 2.4) in 
which ^  ^ is normal (Proposition 2.8), therefore has no order 
units : [12] exercise 10(c) (p252)._g
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CHAPTER 3
REPRESENTATIONS OF THE COMMUTATION RELATIONS AND OF
CURRENT ALGEBRA
3.3 The GNS Construction
Every state on an I*-algebra determines a strongly cyclic representation 
of the algebra as a -operator family; For BU-algebras, this corresponds 
to: the Nightman reconstruction [23]; in all cases it is the GNS 
construction [16].
Theorem 3.1
(a) Let (|) be a state on the I -algebra ^  , and
L((j)) = {fe ^  : 4» (f f) = 0} ' (3.1)
its left kernel. Then L(^) is a closed left ideal.
Equipped with the sesquilinear form
<[f] ,[g] > = (j)(f g) (3.2)
9 9
the linear space ^  ^  /L(9) is a pre-Hilbert space, where
f'V'*-- »[f] indicates the canonical projection from to <2 ^.*
9 9
The linear extension of the mapping f'vi— »m^(f)
<3-3)
affords a strongly cyclic -representation of ^  as (usually 
unbounded) operators on the common dense domain . The
cyclic vector 0  ^ = [ 1 ], is the "ground state" or "vacuum" for<P 9
({). The -symmetry is given by w^(f) c» iT^(f ), so the TT^  (f ) 
are closeable.
(b) Consider the BU-algebra E and let there be given a Hilbert
space , a dense linear subspace ^  ^  and a linear mapping,
TT , from E into (usually unbounded) linear operators ea%such 
that (i) dom[ïï (f ) ] , (ii) tt (f ) < 0  c: ^  ,
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(iii) <Y,n(f)$> = <n(f )Y,9> on « 0  ,
(iv) f/w— v<Y,TT(f) is in E, for all .
Then every normalized vector «0 defines a state
9^ = {(j) : n+1 £ IN} on E_ by continuous linear extension
from
^ n ^ ^ l ® ^ 2 ^ ” * <0 ,ü(f|)n(f 2 )...n(f^)n> (3.4)
(ci with the hypotheses and notation of (b), let #0 ^ be the linear 
span
\/{ »’n’( f ) ^  » F (g ) ^  (b) , • • •, f > g > b , . . . cE }
' ■ ' . * 
and tbe restriction of tt to Tben is a -operator
family representing ^  wbicb is unitarily equivalent to tbe 
GNS construction from 9^«
Proof See [11], Theorem 1.4.5.^
3.2 Representations of the CAR and the CCR
Definition 3.2 To any -representation ( 7t,xD) of the field algebra
2 ^  (M) we associate the complex linear fields
( « ü » »  , <3.5)
a(f) = iT(0,f)
We note that as tt is a -representation, it follows immediately that
* -k
the fields (a,a ) satisfy the -symmetry relations
a(f)* = 5 a*(f), a*(f)* ^ a(f) (3.6)
where f is the complex conjugate of (M).
From Definition 3.2 and part (b) of Theorem 3.1 we see that, for a 
cyclic representation, knowledge of the pair (a,a ) determines a state 
on ^ 0  (M). More precisely we have the following.
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Proposition 3.3 Given a Hilbert space a dense linear subspace 
0  ^  and a pair (a,a ) of complex linear mappings from û0 (M) into
(unbounded) linear operators o n j ^  such that
(i) dom[a^(f)] Z? cQ
( i i )  a ^ ( f ) ^  C  4 0
(iii) equation (3.6)
(i\r) fA* 4 KY, a^(f)9> is in ^  (MD ’ for all 9,9 e « 0  , where
a*^(f) = a(f) or a (f).
Then every normalized vector 0 c defines a state 9^ = (9^ • n+leJN} 
on (M) by continuous linear extension from
9^(F|® ••• ®  F^) = <0,[a (fj)+a(gj)] ... [a (f^)+a(g^)]0 > (3.7)
where F^ = (f^,g^), and f^, g^  ^ e (M) (l<k<n).g
The CAR or CCR are defined with respect to some symmetric bilinear form
<1> on 0jj^(M) . Usually this will be the inner product on L^(M)
restricted to /^^^(M) . In general we shall demand that <1> be non­
degenerate and jointly continuous. Moreover we shall suppose that 
whenever f,g,e /&j^(M) have disjoint supports, <f|g> = 0 .
Proposition 3.4 Let I^ (c±I) be the smallest closed -ideal generated 
by elements of the form
(0 ,0 ,(f,0 ) <a (g,0) + e(g,0) <2 ) (f,0 ), 0 ,...)
(0 ,0 ,(0 ,£) ®  (0 ,g) + e(0 ,g) ®  (0 ,f), 0 ,...) (f ,g,£<0 jj(M) ) (3 .8 )
(-<f|g>, 0 , e(g, 0 ) ®  (0 ,f) + (0 ,f) ®  (g,0 ), 0 ,...)
Any state * on  ^lO  W  which annihilates I gives rise to fields (a,a ) 
satisfying
[a^ (f), a^(g)3 9 = 0
c (3.9)
[a(f), a (g')]^$ = <f|g>#
- 23
for all $€ f,g,c 4 ^ 1% (M)
Conversely if fields are given satisfying the hypothesis of Proposition
3.3 and the relations (3.9), then the State 9^ annihilates I^.
Proof As in [11], Theorem I.5.6 .g
For obvious reasons, a state annihilating will be termed a CAR state, 
and one which annihilates I will be termed a CCR state.
By a well known theorem, e.g. [24], Theorem (p270), the fields a^ (f)
associated with a CAR state are bounded ; it follows immediately that
* * _ * * — _ 
a(f) = a (f) a (f) = a(f) (3.10)
Thus a CAR state on ^ 0 (M) leads to a representation of the CAR in the 
usual sense [24,25].
On the other hand the CCR fields are not bounded, so the symmetry 
relations (3.10) are generally the most that can be said. The relation 
between CCR states on  ^^  (M) and Weyl algebra states is therefore a 
delicate one. We have not found any natural condition on the CCR states 
o f  ^ 0  (M) so that the fields Q(f) = 2 ^[a(f)+a (f)J, P(f) = i2 ^[a (f)-a(f)], 
f£^jr(M), are essentially self-adjoint and their exponentials satisfy 
the Weyl relations. Going the other way one can show, using results of 
Hegerfeldt [26] on Garding domains, that every state on the Weyl algebra 
determins a CCR state on (M).
For completeness we mention that the graded structure of BU-algebras 
allows the possibility of defining a symmetric product of states [ 1 1 ].
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Definition 3.5
If 9 and 9 are states on the BU-algebra E/we define a new state w 5 9xf9 
on ^  by the formula
( 0 (f.@...@f.#f. ,@...#f ) = ® f - ® . . . 6 ?f* ) X
n i  1 1 * ^ 1  n ' 1  ^ 2  1 7
parti tions
) ' (3.11)
where the sum is over all partitions {ij,1 2 ».••,i^l,(i^^l,i^^2 ** * * 
of {l,2 ,...,n} such that
{i J ,£2 ,... .ij.} A  | >^r+2 ’ —
Proposition 3.6 The state w = coincides with the vector state
Ô  of the field
(3.12)
Proof See [11], Lemma 11.4.8. g
The proof of the following Proposition is straightforward.
Proposition 3.7
(a) Let 9 and ip be CCR states on ^<0(M) . Then the vector state
of the field
9 9
{2 -i[w^(f.g) 8 i^+i^aw^(f,g)]. a (3 . 1 3 )
(f ,g) (M), is a CCR state on ^ 0  (M) .
I
(b) Let 9,9 be CAR states on (M), and U^ a unitary operator
on such that
TT, (f ,0 )U,+U,7r, (f ,0) = 0 for all fcxD(M)
9 9 9 9
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Then the vector state , of the field
9 9
(2 ":[w^(f, 0 ) #  U^+w^( 0 ,g) ®  U*+l^®7r^(f,g)],
(3.14)
(f ,g) e^e0(M) , is a CAR sate on ^0) (M) . g
The above definition of the s-product for CAR states is due to Mathon 
and Streater [27].
3.3 Representations of Current Algebra
We start our study of current algebras with the following definition 
due to Streater [28] and Araki [29].
Definition 3.8
(a) Let ^  be a finite dimensional real Lie algebra and M a C -
manifold countable at infinity. The current algebra on M 
based on ^  is the space 0  ^  equipped
with pointwise operations (multiplication by scalars, 
addition and Lie bracket).
(b) A cyclic representation of the current algebra ^  )
is a homomorphism   ---»n(f) from ) to anti­
symmetric (unbounded) linear operators of a Hilbert space
such that
(i) dom[7r(f )] ;? eS , ^
(ii) ir(f)«8 C.
(iii) there exists a cyclic vector fiç.0)
(iv) f ^ — KY,n(f)9> is continuous for all and
(v) [ïï(f) ,7r(g) ]9 = 7T([f,g])9, for all f, ge#0 jj^(M,^ ) ,
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Let M = let iX .  } be a basis for , and {C^. } . ,
1  l<i<d c/ ij l<i,j^k<d
the structure constants of ^  with respect to this basis. The formal
unsmeared field operators 7t^(x), "defined" by
r
ir(f) = TT^  (x)f^ (x)dx, f = f j. (x) <0 X^, (3.15)
obey the relations
[tt. (x) ,ir. (y)] = C^ .TT, (x)6 (x-y) (3.16)
When ^  = su(2) we arc interested in characterizing those cyclic
representations for which the formal quantity (the Heisenberg Hamiltonian)
I I TT. (x)J. . (x-y)TT. (y)dxdy, J. . (x-y) = J . . (y-x)>0, J. . (x)e <0 OR^)
J  J 1 1- J "S/ 'W J "V "W 1 J "S' «V J ^  'W J ~
(3.17)
is a well defined operator. Note that since J..(x-y)^o^ OR ) the
IJ -w
Heisenberg Hamiltonian is not defined in general, i.e., in every cyclic 
representation.
We now introduce the pertinent field algebra, (0) (M,^) , and its relation 
to the current commutation relations.
Definition 3.9
(a) (2^  (Mf 0  ) will be the BU-algebra based on ) i.e.
^  ( M , 0 )  = ®  (M,^), ^ ( M , ^  ) = Z)^(M,^)
n = 0
(3.18)
and [f (x) ^  X] = -f (x) (0 X if f (x) ^  )
(b) A state on (M, ^  ) which annihilates the smallest closed
-ideal generated by elements of the form
(0,[f,g], g d2f-f#g, 0,...) f,ge (3.19)
will be called a spin state.
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Proposition 3.10 A cyclic representation of determines
a spin state on ^  (M, 0  ) and conversely.
V »
Proof This is a particular case of the Wightman reconstruction 
theorem [23] for BU-algebras.g
We how consider the case MHR^, 0  = su(2) and use equation (3.16) to 
compute formally, the commutator
TT . (x)J. . (x-y)TT. (y)dxdy, hr (g)f (z)dz], 
-L J ^  J ^  -w .s# J
getting
Note that now the quantity in braces is an element of <0 (IR^ )^ . This 
results hints at the possibility of giving the Heisenberg Hamiltonian 
a rigorous meaning as a continuous derivation 6  on 0  OR^»^)* The 
next Proposition shows that this is indeed the case.
Proposition 3. 1 1 The map 6  : given by:
I.
6(1) = 0, 6  (f ) = (0,0,. . . ,f. . . (x,,Xg,... , x  ,)(S>
1 2  p + 1
X. <a X . &  ...®x. ,0,..)
^ 1  ^ 2  V l
for
f = (0,0,...,f. . . (x,,Xn,...,x )®X. X. &  ... ®X. ,0,..)
’' C 2 " ‘^p - ' “P ’"I ^2 ^p
(3.21)
where
' /,
1 ^ 2 '''^p+ 1  ^"2 '■* "" 2 **"^p+li^,i i_,/^ r^ 2’-**’^p+P &^i^(*l k^i^...i_./?PÎ3’’**’?p+P'^
^ 2
^i|&(*l . .ip+|(*2'%3' • ''?p+l) + -
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P 1 2 p-1
(^l’^ 2 ’**’?p-r^p + P  (3.22)
is a -antisymmetric continuons oulcr rie ri va Lion on ^Ol^^,^). It is 
an infinitesimal generator iff for all fc 0  (R^,0  ) there exists a 
natural.number n=n(f) such that 6 ^(f) = 0 .
Proof First we remark that the proposed formula for 6  is obtained by 
a repeated application of the formal manipulations that led to equation 
(3.,20). The -antisymmetry of 6 , 6 (f) = - 6 (f ) for all fc^OR^,^),
follows from the symmetry of the J. . given in equation (3.17). For 
the continuity of 6 , since 0 ^  ) is an LF-space, it is enough to 
show that if . } is a zero-convergent sequence in 0 (IR”^),
^ 1 ^ 2 *'^p
then {ff™^ . } is a zero-convergent sequence in <0(IR^^ ^) : [13],
^ 1 ^ 2 "^p+l
Proposition 14.7. Let Kjx..xK^c jR^^ be a compact set containing the 
supports of all the {ff^^ . } and on which these functions and their
1 1 i 2 *•ip
derivatives tend to zero uniformlly as m It is clear that all the
/ f . } have their support in K.xR x..xR C  IR^^ ^ ,
Z' ^ 1 ^2 -* V l  . P
I f I
Kj = K,U(K,+K), Kj = (K._j-K)üK._jUK.(7(K.+K), Ki<p+1, K = (K^-K)UK^: 
K = supp J^j, and tend to zero uniformlly these together with their
derivatives.
The proof that 6  is an outer derivation is straightforward. The last 
assertion is proven in Appendix C, Proposition C.9. g
We will refer to this derivation as the Heisenberg derivation.
It can be shown that 6  is an infinitesimal generator when 0  i s  a
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nilpotent Lie algebra, but not when 0  = su(2).
We hemark that as a consequence of the existence of an outer derivation 
the first cohomology group ^  OR^, ^  ) ) is non-trivial : [30]
The following Proposition characterizes the spin states on which the 
Heidenberg derivation is implemented by a (representation-dependent) 
Hamiltonian.
Proposition 3.12 Let 9 be a spin state on 0  QR ,^ ). Then there 
is a symmetric operator on^)^ with * 0  (H^) = Y0  ^  and satisfying
%^( 6 (f))[g]^ = [H^,7r^(f)][g]^ for all fe^QR^,^), [g]^ 6 A ^  
iff there exists a constant L>0 such that
I9 (6 (f) ) | 2  < L[9(f*f+ff*)] for all fc^ O R ^ , ^ )  (3.23)
Proof As in [31], Theorem 3.g
In section 5.2 we propose a dynamical scheme to characterize those 
stationary states, 9 (6 (f)) = 0 , that could be interpreted as states of 
thermal equilibrium, the so called RMS states.
In what remains of this section we give a procedure to construct 
representations of gZ) (IR^ ,^  ) from certain representations o t  0  .
Let T be a representation of 0  by first order linear differential 
operators, as when G, a local Lie group whose Lie algebra is isomorphic 
to  0  , acts effectively as a local Lie transformation group on a mani­
fold of dimension m. There then exists a basis for 0
such that [32]
30 -
m
T(X.) = E Pr;(x,,...,Xm) a;- (3.24)
r=l r
in local coordinates. We suppose further that the functions
P^j(xJ,..,x^), l<r<m, l^i<d, are entire and such that for all m-tuples
( v of non-negative integers and all (f j ,.. . , f^) c 0  (Ir’^)'^ , the 
V + . . . + v
i . ' d  m
functions ----- —— '— — P , (x,,...,x ), àfter the replacement x. -— »f.,
V , V r I I m ^ 1  1
I ' m  
dx . . .3x 
I m
are multipliers for (0 (IR^ ) .
We shall consider a class of representations of 0  OR^,^ ) whose formal 
unsmeared field operators n^(x) (c.f. equation (3.15)]have the form
m
(3.25)
r=l r _
where (F|,...,F^)£*DOR^)^.
In order to give a rigorous meaning to the "functional derivative" in
(3.25), let us recall the theory of Fre'chet — Volterra derivatives 
as expounded in [33]. For E a complete les and 0 a connected open
subset of |R^ , consider mappings 9 : ^ ( ü )---» E which are continuous and
analytic in the sense that for every fj,f 2 £#0 (^ )^, the function
(fj+zf2 ) is an E-valued entire function.
For every such 9 define the E-elements
69(fj;f2) ^(f 2^  I (f J jf^e 0(12) j (3.26)
I z= 0
For fixed f ] > f 2 ^ — v69(fj ;f2 ) defines a distribution, conventionally 
written 69(f)/6f
~ ~ ^ ( g )  = 69(f;g) (f,g£^ (0)). (3.27)
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Clearly ô9(f)/ôf e<2)’(fî;E), and is the FV-derivative of
Higher order derivatives are defined similarly. For all 
f ,f j,.. . ,f^ e 0 )  {Ü) set
^ (f+z,f, + ..+Znfn)
z^= 0 .
(3.28)
and then
6 f
(3.29)
Thus 6 *$(f)/ 6 f" c^'(«^^,E):
The Volterra expansion of 9 is the convergent series
9(f+zg) = Z
z" 6*9(f)
n+ldN 6 f"
(3.30)
We need the multi-dimensional form of this theory. Let F - (f j, . ., f^) e/0(J^) , 
and suppose t : 2)  .E is continuous and for every F,F'eo0 (fi)P
(z,,...Zp)d/-— Kf,+z,f,,..,£p+Zpfp)
is entire analytic from to E. For each l<j<p.
6.9(F;F') =
z . = 0  
J
(3.31)
defines 6 $/ 6 f . e ' (SÎ;E) by
(f!) = 6 .$(F;f')
ôïj J J
mj m
In the same way we can construct ô^9(F)/ôfj ...ôf^^, with n 
this is an element of #^'(^^;E).
(3.32)
With these conventions and notations, let T ( ^ ) be given as above and 
9 : (0 (|R^)™ where we assume E= ^  to be a Hilbert space. Recall
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that m = dim(W). We define a family {ïï(f) ; fej0OR^,^)} of (unbounded) 
operators on ^  by
* 7T(f)9(F) = E -^|^(g^(f,F)) (3.33)
■ r= 1 r
where g^(f,F) = E^  ^f .P^. (F j  ,. . ,F^) is in o0(n), f = (f|,..,fj)e*^(lR",^)
with respect to the basis and F = (Fj,. . ,F^)£<5 0 (1R^)™.
It fis straightforward to show that for any pair f , g , O R ^ , ^ ), and
FecboR*)'
m
[Tr(f) ,IT(g) ]9(F) = 7T’([f,g])9(F) . (3.34)
weIn order that the {w(f) : fe^j^OR^,^ )} have a common dense domain 
now suppose that the linear span c Q  = V { 9 ( F ) zFep^dR^)™} is dense in X  . 
For by the properties of this set, c 0  is stable under the n(f). The 
operators {7r(f) :fe/^^(|R^,^ )} will not be antisymmetric in general.
The fulfilment of this condition, must be considered separately in each 
case ; we have done so for su(2 ).
For su(2) we proceed as follows. We take W = IR , T(X^) = 9/9Xj^,
and for the symmetric Fock space constructed from
L^OR^,dx) ®  L^(lR^,dx) e  L^QR",dx). Let Ent ( 0  (IR^ ) 5^ ) be the set of
functions 9 : , 0  QR^) - ■ -v which are continuous and entire analytic 
as above; and let Exp ( gO(IR^) ^  be the set of coherent vectors, i.e., 
those of the form
E(F) = (l,F,..,(n!)"^F*",...), ( F £ 0 Or " ) 5
It is well known that F — »E(F) is continuous and Exp is a total set of 
^  , see [34]. It is perhaps not so well known that they have the 
requisite analyticity properties. But
I l-lj^CF+ZjFj+ZpF^+ZjF^) I I 3<
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<I|F?II^Z (n!)“ 'n^||F+2 .f'+z f'+z,f'|1^""^ < +~
^ ne)N i I / z J J
SO It has complex derivatives everywhere. The action of ir(f) on Exp 
is given by
7T(f)E(F) = (0,a(f)F, (2!)"ko(f)F0 F+F»o(f)F],. . .) (3.35)
where (summation convention)
(o(f)F). = EijkfjFk (l^^,j;k<3) (3.36)
for fe2) ((R^,^ ) , Fe 0(IR^)^.
'|R
It is not difficult to show that ;
||n(f)E(F)|| = l|a(f)F|| f|E(F))| (3.37)
and
<n(f)E(F),E(F')> = -<E(F), 7T(f)E(F’)> (fe ^ |^0R",^)) (3.38)
so the operators {n(f) : fe «0 |^(IR^,^ ) } are unbounded and antisymmetric.
Now a simple computation gives 
||7T(fj)...7T(f^)E(F)H^
< I U ( f , ) . . . 7 T ( f  )E (k!)"2F**^H\y (k!)"^k2fp2||F||2k-2r .
 ^ k = 0  k=r
where y is the maximum norm of the r^ vectors in the expansion of
ir(f J ) . . . 7 7 (f^)F as product vectors Fj® . . . #F^.
Thus the linear span
<0 =\/{E(F),7T(fj)...7T(f^)E(F) : fj,..,f^e £|j^ (rR’^ ,^); Fe0(IR^)^:r> 1} 
is a common dense domain for the fields {w(f)}.
Every vector state of the above field ( tt(f) associated with a
(normalized) vector i? is a spin state o n ^  0R^>^)*
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We recall that a state 9 on a BU-algebra E is infinitely divisible if
for each natural number n, there is a state such that 9 , = (w^)^ ^ ,
c.f. Definition 3.5. A state is a character if 9 1 = for
@"E
■ ‘ '
all n>l, where TeE^^. A state is prime, if it is not a character and 
cannot be decomposed into the s-product of other states, except 
trivially. The following factorization theorem is due to Hegerfeldt 
[35].
Proposition 3.13 Every state on a BU-algebra is an s-product of two 
stdtes, one of which is either 1 or the s-product of an at most 
denumerable number of prime states; and the other is infinitely divisible 
with no prime factors.g
We now give an example of a spin state on <0 QbP ^ ,0 ) with a prime part.
We take W = IR^ , T(X^) = 9 / 9 x ^ , ^ =  L^(IR^,dx)0 (IR^ ,d x ) ( I R ^ ,dx)
and 9(F) = F . This gives the fields operators { a(f) : 
introduced above:
(a(£)F).(x) = Eijkfj(;)?%(%) (3-39)
These operators are bounded
[|o(f) I I = max [f.(x)^+f„(x)^+f„(x)^]^ (3.40)
xdR*
consider the vector state Ü = f ®Xj, ll&UI = I I f I 12  - f e^^(lR^) , of the 
field { a(f) , } .
To see that (a,0^,Jî) has a prime part, let h ^^(Ir ’^) ( l<i<4) and let 
' - -,
h = (hj,h2 ,h2 ), h =(h^,-h 2 ,h2 ) be elements of Z ^ O R ^ , ^  ). A simple 
calculation yields
<Sl,a(h ) a(h) a(h)a(h )0 >
f^(x)h^(x)[h^(x)+h^(x)]dx - 4{
|R^  'iR*
f^(x)[h 2 (x)+h2 (x)]dx}^
(3 .41)
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where <fi, • is the truncated functional associated with the vector
 ^ /
state ‘ 0>. Choosing hj, such that supp(hj) A supp(f) = 0 and • 
h^ &uch that suppCh^) 0  supp(f) ^ 0  we get
<0,o(h ) a(hjo(h)a(h )Q> <0 (3.42)
by [35], Theorem 2.1, (a,0^, fi) has a prime part.
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CHAPTER 4
SYMMETRIES
4.1 Definitions and Preliminaries
We pattern our discussion of symmetries after the corresponding theory 
for C -algebras : [24], [36].
Definition 4. 1 Let be an 1 -algebra and Aut(^) the group of its
■ * 
automorphisms. We call 1 -algebra with a group of automorphisms a
triple , G", a) where G is a group and a : G  ►Aut(i^) is a (group)
homomorphism. If gcG we denote by a the corresponding automorphism of
When G is a topological group we say that a is continuous if the 
functions — ►a (f), from G to ^  [^], are continuous for all f .
It can be shown that i f  has property (N), a is continuous iff the 
functions g/vv"*—» 9 [o^  (f)] are continuous for all 9 dE (^ ) , f e ^  .
In view of the applications we have in mind, from now on G will be taken 
to be locally compact, non-compact, amenable and second countable.
Definition 4.2 A state 9 on ^  is G-invariant if <P°ct  ^ = 9 for all geG. 
The extreme points of the set of G-invariant states are termed G-ergodic 
states.
*
For C -algebras the existence of G-invariant states is derived from the 
fact that g /V"— »9[Ug(f) ] is in CB(G) for all 9dE (^ ) , f e 0 :  [24],
Lemma (p.172). For l*-algebras the corresponding functions are in C(G), 
and it is an open problem whether or not there exists a left invariant
- 37
mean on this space : [37].
A sufficient condition for the construction of G-invariant states has
i *
been given by Hofmann and Lassner [38] : Let be the closed linear 
subspace generated by elements of the form f-a^(f), f , geG.
' k  ■ It '
since f cK^ if fcKg, the linear space has the decomposition 
where L^ is a real subspace of ^  Then if T is real linear on a
subspace of ^  ^ satisfying either of the conditions
4 c£( 4 +  + Lq + ker T)
-1 I  c&(j4+ + Lg + ker T)
it has a positive G-invariant extension to ^  (the closures being taken 
with respect to the topology ^ ).
Theorem 4.3 The group a(G) is unitarily implemented in every G- 
invariant state 9 ‘ there exists a strongly continuous unitary repre­
sentation of G on such that 0 ) ^  is stable, ^ ^ « 0 ^  ^
for all geG; the vacuum is invariant, ~ for all geG; and
TT^(ag(f))$ g£G)
Conversely, a cyclic representation of(% as a ^-operator family with a(G) 
unitarily implemented as above leads to a G-invariant state on .
Proof As in [11], Theorem 1.5.2.— ,  H
The following Definition and Lemma are due to Dubinp
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Definition 4.4 A state 9 is G-weakly asymptotically abelian, or waa.
if for every pair 9 ,Y e 0 ^, every pair f,he p , and every e > 0  there 
exists a compact A c  G such that
I  < 9 , [ T r ^ ( a g ( f ) ) , i r ^ ( h ) ] Y > l  < G  
for all ,geG\ A.
Lemma 4.5 For a waa state <p on ^  , the function
ï
k(g) = I l7r^(f)/t/^9[ I
is in CB(G), for every fe ^  and 9e^^.
Proof Since ç/j 0 3  is barrelled and w is weakly continuous, it is
also strongly continuous ([21], Theorem 4.1), i.e., the map
f/vi-— (f)9|| is continuous for all 9 e ^  . The continuity of k(g)
9  9
now follows from the fact that it is the composition of the continuous
maps g/H— ►a _j(f)> and
g
a _ J (f)/w v| In, (a _ ^ (f))9|| = [ |7r^(f )/^^9| I .
g g
It remains to prove that k(g) is bounded. Clearly we only need to check
this property on the complement of a compact set, since k(g) is
continuous. Now
2  * 
k(g) = <9,7T^(a _j(f f))n^(h)0 ^><
g
!<«>, + |<$,lT^(h)Tr^(ct _,(f*f))SJ^>|
g G
where 9 = [h]^. By waa the first term can be made as small as we want 
in the complement of a compact set and the second is bounded, for all g, 
by ||n^(h*)9|| ||n^(f*f)W^||. Therefore k(g) is bounded.g
4.2 Ergodic Theory
Let P be the orthogonal projection from^j^^ onto the G—invariant vectors
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We shall show that P behaves well with regard to operator domains
f WO.CO
Proposition 4.6 For a G-invariant'^state 9> we have
kk
Proof First we note that Stermer [39], Theorem 2.2, has shown that 
there exists a net {A^eP^^^(G) : vel} in the convex hull of<^^(G), 
which converges to P in the strong operator topology. Now as is 
separable and P^^(G) is a bounded subset of B iu the uniform
operator topology, the strong operator topology may be described, by a 
norm : [40], Proposition 2.3.2. Therefore the above net contains a sub­
sequence {A^ : n=l,2,...} converging to P in the strong operator 
topology.
Taking AcP^^^lG), it is clear from the previous lemma that 
1 1 7 r ^ ( f ) A 9  I I <M/2 where the constant M depends upon f e ^  , 9 e 0 ^ ,  but 
not on A. Then for the above sequence,
1 I tt (f) (A -A )9 I I  < M
9  n m •
k
We now show that if Ycdom[n^(f) ], then
lim <Y,ir,(f)(A -A )9> = 0 
9  n m
n,m-x>o
Evidently
lim <Y,7T,(f)(A -A )9> = lim <n,(f) (A -A )$>
9  n m 9  n m
n,m->«’ n,m-x»
k
= <7T, (f) 9,(F"F)$> - 0
Y
The next seep is to show that for all the same thing holds,
i.e. lim <0 ,7r,(f)(A -A )9> = 0. Since n,(f) is densely defined and 
9  n m (p
n , m ^
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closeable dom[%^(f)*] is dense i n ^ ^ .  Therefore for ail and
£>0 there is Y c dom[m^(f) ] such that ||0-Yl|<e. Then
I l0^7T ( f )  (A -A )9) 1<|  <0-Y,ïï. ( f )  (A -A )9>|+ 1 <Y,tt ( f )  (A -A )9>|
" ^ ( p n m  ( p T i i n  ç n m
<1 |0-Y| I 1 |w (f) (A -A )9 I l+l I Y,it (f) (A -A )9>|(p n m 9  n m
<Me + 1 <Y,7r^(f) ( A ^ - A ^ )  9> I
froi^ i which the desired conclusion follows because the second term in the
last line can be made as small as we want by taking n and m sufficiently
larle. The sequence {m^(f)A^9 : n=l,2,..} is therefore weakly convergent 
and as every Hilbert space is sequentially weakly complete ([41], p . 186), 
there is a vector such that lim<0,n^(f)A^9> = <0,5 > for all
n-x»
*
Taking Yedom[TT,(f) ], it is clear from this that
.  *
<Y,5 > = <71 (f) Y , P9>
kk
Then P 9 edom[7r (f) ] and we are done. ^
^ ■
The following is straightforward.
Lemma 4.7
(a) For any G-invariant state the domains and ^ are all stable
under (G) and
for all fe^ , 9c^^, and geG. Here 7T^ is 7t^ or 7r^  , and 
correspondingly for • c.f. [42,43]
(b) If, in addition, 9 is waa, then for every f , h e ^ , 9, Y e 0  ^  ,
and £>0, there exists a compact set AçG such that
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** ■ **,
|'<$,[7r^ (Og(f)),n^ (h)]Y>|<E
for all g£G\A.^
Thé next proposition is an improvement of an earlier result of Dubin.
Proposition 4.8 For a G-invariant waa-state (f), the reduced family 
{Ptt* (f)P : f e ^ }  is a strongly abelian ^-operator family with domain
J à t -
Proof In the same way as .we proved that P(*^^) c , we can show
that P(j)**) c/0 since 0 ^ * * *  = ([43]). Consider
** * . ,A* **
k,(g) = <1T^  (f) PC, (h)PT>
** * >. it é **
kgCg) = (h) P$, (f)PY>
for f ,he^ , 0E/O A and . For (p waa, k,,k 2  e CB(G) and their
difference can be made as small as we want in the complement of a compact 
set. As G is non-compact the invariant mean vanishes on all continuous 
functions with compact support ([44], p. 178). Therefore applying the 
invariant mean p to kj~k 2  we get zero. Using the mean ergodic theorem, 
[24], p . 177,
0 = n(kj)-p(k 2 ) = <$,[Pn. (f)P,Pn^ (h)P]Y>
As ^ is dense in the result follows . g
The next erg) die Theorem is partly a simplification of a result first 
proven by Dubin.
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*
Theorem 4.9 Let  ^be a G-invariant -state on an I -algebra 
Consider the following conditions
(i) . (f) is G-ergodic
(ii) Let )u-i^*(G) =-^^; then " «•
(iii) -The range of P is one dimensional, spanned by (3^ .
Then (i>l=====t>(ii)4=====<(iii)
Proof First we prove that (i)4=b(ii)*
Assume C. Then as in [42], Theorem 6.3, we can show
that there exists Lc ('j^^, ^  such that 0<L<I, L^{AI;AgC} and
<0 ., I Çl,>>0. Now
and
♦2 (f) = < n ^ , ( i - L ) Y ” ‘
are G-invariant states such that ^ # 2  ^ “ A(|)+( 1-A) ( { > 2 where
A = <0,,iL 0,>. Therefore ( i ) = ^ ( i i )  .
(p <P
Suppose now that (|) = A^ j + ( 1 -A)c{)2 > where 0<A<1 and ^ invariant
’(f,’ *^(Pstates. Then there exists (c.f. ibid) L e , # ^ ,)^, such that
A(j)j(f*h) = <n (f)0^,Ln^(h)Ü^>, 0<L<AI, and L/(yI : yeC}. Therefore
(ii)==t<i).
We prove next that for any G-invariant ' , state, equals
(n.(^)ÜP, T ) j  . For this it suffices to show that for any
(p •• ^  (p w
LeTT^(^)^, [L,46^(G)] = 0 implies [L,P] = 0 and conversely. Let
A^£r{/^(G) be the sequence converging strongly to P as in Proposition 4.6 
Then for all 0,Y e
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*
<L $,A Y> = <$,A LY> 
n n
Passing to the limit gives [L,P] - 0. Going the other way we use twice 
tiie relation L 7r^(f)fi^ = 7r^(f)Lîî^ ([42], Lemma 4.5) to get the chain
= y a g ( f))PLn^ =
Therefore [L,/t^^] = 0 since is dense.
Nq w  let k€(ir^(^)i;P,^^)^ and Then if P is one dimensional
<LG^,*> = <LG^,P$> = <Ln^,W^> <G^,$>
or Lfi^  = where A = <L^^,0 >. To finish the proof note that
<L[f]^, [h]^> = <LW^[f h]^> = A<[f]j^[h]^>
and therefore L = AX. This shows that (iii) ===>(ii) . ^
The problem of determining when'(i)==b(iii) is rather delicate in 
general. Although under the additional hypothesis that Pw^^(/))P is 
topologically semisimple, P 7t^*(^)P is p-isomorphic to a subalgebra of 
^(k) (K the characters), this is not sufficient [45]. We cannot conclude 
that this isomorphism implies that (j) ergodic determines a character on 
the indicated subalgebra. For material on the uniqueness of the vacuum 
see [46].
For the sake of completeness we mention that there is an integral
decomposition theory for states on an I -algebra.
Proposition 4.10 Let # be a state on an I*-algebra /f . Then there 
exists a standard measure space A, a weakly measurable map A/vw(f)^ 
from A to the extremal states on /f- and a positive measure y on A with
y (A) = 1 such that
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(i)
(ii) _ =
(iii) For the left kernels we have L(#) c L(^^) y-a.e.
(i\0 ' If (p is G-invariant the can be taken as G-ergodic
y-a.e. and the implementing uriitary groups satisfy
i /ZX/g = ^ ^ d y ( A )
A
Proof See [46], Theorem 3.10; [47]; and [48], Theorem 5.1.—
■
4.3 Symmetries in BU-Algebras
The next Proposition gives a standard method to generate symmetries for 
BU-algebras.
Proposition 4.11 Let a(G) c L(E) be a continuous representation of 
G on E. Then a induces a continuous representation ot(G) c L(E).
Proof As G is second countable, locally compact, and Hausdorff, it 
is metrizable. We shall show that if a^(G) is a continuous representation
on E^ (barrelled; i=1,2), then (a* ^  a^)(G) is a continuous representation
on E j E^. By Theorem A.47 of Appendix A, (a * ^  a^) (G) c l(Ej ^ ^ £ 2 ) *
As Ej <8 ^ ^ 2  barrelled ([49], Chapter I, p.78), the representation 
I 2
(a ®  a ) (G) is continuous if it is weakly continuous ([50], Theorem 5, 
p .25), i.e.
1 2
(f|) # O g ( f 2 )) (f^eE^)
is continuous for all w e  (Ej E 2 ). By definition of the i-topology
'w(otg(fi), a^(f^)) = u)(a^ (f j) a^(f^))
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is a separately continuous bilinear form on EjXE^, so jointly continuous
on bounded subsets of EjXE 2  (c.f. Proposition 1.3). By the
metrizability of G we check sequential continuity : let--- ---^g,
so bt^  Cf') converges to a^(f.) and the sets {a^ (f.) : g } are bounded, 
^n ^ ^n
Hence w(a^ (f.), (f-)) >^(u \ f , ) , a^(f„)).
. 1 2  8  ' g 2
Having shown the continuity of the representation we consider its
extension to Ej (9 E 2 . By Theorem A.47 of Appendix A,
{a^-,0 a^)(G) c L(Ej(^E 2 ). Since E^ barrelled, G locally
i 1 2  • % . 1 2
compact and (a 0  a ) (G) a continuous representation, {a (g) a : geK}
8  g
is equicontinuous for all compact KcG : [50], Lemma 4, p.24. By Lemma 2,
p.23 (ibid) {a <0 a : geK} is also equicontinuous and therefore the
representation a 0 a  is continuous: ibid Lemma 1, p. 22. Now if
2 = 0  0 ^ a , evidently, a(G)cL(E) and a(G) is a continuous repre- 
G n= 0  G
sentation.g
We now turn to the field algebra ^ a n d  the specific symmetries 
of space translations and gauge invariance.
Definition 4.12
(a) The group of automorphisms OR^) = ^ ^ a ^  : adR^},
where (f,g) = (f ,g ), f„(x) = f(x-a), g (x) = g(x-a),3. .<d ci d d
(f,g)e^^ OR^), will be termed the group of space trans­
lations on OR^) .
(b) The group of automorphisms ^y('^^l)) = • 0<8<2n},
where 2 y^(f,g) = (e^^f, e ^^g), (f,g)é^ / 9  CR^), will be 
termed the group of gauge transformations on QR^) .
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It is not difficult to prove that ^a(lR^) and 1 )) are continuous
representations of the groups and 1 ) , respectively. By 
Préposition 4.11, they give rise to continuous representations 
^atlR^) and ^Y('i^(0 ) on ((R^), with infinitesimal generators
2
8 . = (0, 8 . ®  9., (9. 6 ) a.) <g) I + I (g) (8 . ^  8 .),...) (l<i<n)
2
and N = (0, 1#-1, (1®-1) (g) I + I®(1 ®-l),...)
; * 2 
which are continuous -derivations. The _8  ^ derivations are implemented
by;essentially self-adjoint operators bn the translation invariant
states : c.f. Proposition 3.12 and Theorem 4.3. The analogous statement 
2
for N and the gauge invariant states is also true.
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CHAPTER g 
DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS
In this chapter we introduce the motion of KMS states [24,36]. Utilizing 
the geometric approach to the Tomita-Takesaki theory of Modular Hilbert 
algebras' due to Rieffel and Van Daele [51], we shall relate the KMS 
condition to an underlying modular structure. We shall then show that 
the ;KMS condition is equivalent to Sewell's inequality [52] (modulo . 
some technicalities) and implies Bogoluljov's inequality [53].
The theory of Rieffel and Van Daele is sufFiciently general that we Have 
been able to proceed by considering general topological algebras.
More precisely, in this section A will denote a locally convex Hausdorff 
unital topological *-algebra, i 6  a distinguished -derivation on ^  , 
assumed continuous for simplicity. The pair ,6 ) will be referred to 
as a dynamical system.
5.1 The Rieffel-Van Daele Theory
Let us start by describing the Rieffel-Van Daele results in a form 
convenient for us [51].
Proposition 5.1 Let be a complex separable Hilbert space and ^  
a closed real subspace such that ^ 0  i = {0 } and ^ i s  dense 
in, but not equal to . Then there exists a strongly continuous
one-parameter unitary group : teIR} on such that:
(i) A^t^e =/%/ for all tdR;
(ii) to every pair <î>,Y £ there is a function F : C
which is analytic in the strip 5 (“ 1 >0 ), bounded and
continuous on its closure and taking boundary values
F(t) = <$,A^^Y>
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F(t-i) = <A^^Y,*> • (5.1)
The unitary group {A : tcR} is the ufiique such group satisfying the 
above two conditions.
Let P : ^ , Q ^ i be the indicated real orthogonal
projections, and set R = P+Q. Then the modular group is related to 
the subspace projections by
(teR) (5.2)
■
We have introduced the notation
>5(a,b) = {zeC : a<Imz<b} (5.3)
By Ap(a,b) we shall mean analyticity in ^  (a,b); boundedness and continuity 
in its closure; and boundary values explicitly stated. Although this 
makes for extra notation, these analyticity conditions occur frequently 
enough to make the abbreviation worthwhile.
It is shown in [51] that if M is a von Neumann algebra with a cyclic
X
and separating vector w, acting on*^and denotes the collection of 
self- adjoint elements of M, then the closure of [M^w] (=^) is a closed 
real subspace of such that ^  i = {0 } and ^  +i is dense in 
^  . In Appendix D we describe another procedure to construct a closed 
real subspace with the required properties, independently of von 
Neumann algebra considerations.
5.2 The KMS Condition
The following lemma concerning the implementability of derivations is 
standard, c.f. Proposition 3.12.
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Lemma 5.2 A state # on the dynamical system ( ^ , 6 )  is said to be 
stationary if (})oô = 0. In the GNS representation of a stationary state 
(|> there exists a densely defined symmetric operator for which
HJO. = 0
TT (0(f))$ = [H ,7T (f)]$
. 9 <P 9
(5 .4 )
for all f . g
We shall now define KMS states. It will be noted that as 6  is not 
required to be an infinitesimal generator causes us to introduce the 
suppositions that 1 1  ^ is essentially self-ad joint and that the real 
subspace ^ ^  is temporally stable.
Definition 5.3 A state on the dynamicàl system (/^,6 ) is said to 
be 6 -KMS if:
(i) (f) is stationary;
(ii) the implementing operator is essentially self-adjoint;
(iii) Let ^   ^be the closed real subspace
. (5-5)
d) ■ . **
and let {x^ : teIR} be the unitary group generated by .
Then = P C  for all teR.
t  ^4)
(iv) For every pair f,ge ^  there is a function F^^ satisfying 
A n (0,3) with boundary values
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The following technical lemma is necessary in order to apply the 
Rieffel-Van Daele theory. For a proof see [51], Theorem 3.9.
Lemma 5.4 Let be a sequence of functions satisfying An(0,3).
Suppose that in the sup-norm (t) frG(t) and W^(t+i3)----»H(t).
Then there exists a function W satisfying An(0,3) with boundary values 
W(t) = G(t), W(t+i3) = H ( t ) . ^
Corollary 5.5 Let ^ be a 3 “KMS state on (/I ,6 ). To every pair 
there exists a function F satisfying A n (0,3) with boundary values
F(t) = (5.7)
F(t+i3) = <T^Y,0 >
■
Lemma 5 . 6  For a B“KMS state ip on ( ^ , 6 ), the subspace satisfies
Proof If then Y, iYcj)^^. By Corollary 5.5 for all
^ there exist functions F,G satisfying An (0,3) with boundary values
F(t) = <$, T^Y>, F(t+i3) = <T^Y, 9>
G(t) = <$, T^iY>, G(t+i3) = <T^ iY, $>
The function H=F + iG satisfies An (0,3) with boundary values 
H(t) = 0  H(t+i3) = 2F(t+i3)
By [54], Theorem 12.8, H=0. Then F(t+i3) = 0 = <T^Y, $> and setting
t=0, $ = Y, the desired conclusion follows. ^
■
Proposition 5.7 For a 3~KMS state 9 on (y),6 ), V . is separating for
- 5 1 -
* "k
Proof First we prove that if f) = 0, then <f)(ff ) = 0. Assuming
cf>(f f) = 0, f = h ’ set [f|]^ + i[f2]^ = 0. By
b *
Lemma 5.6, [f,] = [fj] = 0, so <})(ff ) = 0.
If = 0, then n^(gf)0^ = 7r^(g)ir^(f)i2  ^ = 0, or equivalently,
(j)(i g g. f) = 0, for all ge^ . Therefore #(gff g ) = 0, or
n,(f )n,(g )0. = 0, for all ge^ . Since 0, is cyclic and n (f )
9 . (j) 9 ^ 9 9
clôseable, we get that Tr^(f*) = 0. Taking adjoints gives n^(f ) = 0,
; . * * 
which implies 77,(1) = 0, because 7 7 , (f) c 7 7 , (f ) . —
9 9 9 II
The modular structure arises from a conjugation on We now
prove that the required conjugation is closed.
Lemma 5 . 8  For a g-KMS state 9 (fl ,6 ), let be the operator with
d o m a i n ^  and
6^(9+iY) = 9-iY (9,Ye/^,) (5.8)
9 9
Then ^  ^  is densely defined and closed.
Proof Assume 9 +iY --- ^0, and 9 -iY convergent, where 9 ,Y e 4^..-----  n n  n n n n /^<p .
Since is closed, and 9^, Y^ convergent, there exist 9,Ye such
that 9^— — » 9 and Y^«----^Y. Now 9j+iY^ ►O gives 9,Ye i ^ ^ ^ y
which implies 9=Y— O.Consequently 9^-iY^--->0, so ^ ^  is closed.gg
Definition 5.9 With the notation as above, the modular operator 
associated with the g-KMS state 9 is given by
A* " (5.9)
From this, is strictly positive and self-adjoint. The polar 
decomposition of 5 ^»
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(5.10)
9 9 9
then serves to define the modular conjugation an anti-unitary 
involution.
Préposition 5.10 Let 9 be a g-KNS state on ,6 ), the modular 
operator, and {x^ : teIR} the unitary group generated by the implementing 
Hamiltonian H, . Then
9
or
H** = -B"^£nA. (5.11b)
9 9
Proof Recall that xf leaves ^  , invariant for all telR. For every pair
 -------  - p t  / V (j)
9,Y e t h e r e  is a function F satisfying /4n(-1,0) with boundary values 
F(t) = <9, x*.Y>-P L
F(t-i) = <Tg Y,9>
-P L
By the uniqueness result mentioned in Proposition 5.1, equation (5.11a), 
and hence (5.11b), follows.^
5.3 Correlation Inequalities
We now turn our attention to the inequalities of Sewell [52] and Bogolubov
[53].
Lemma 5.11 Let H be a self-adjoint operator on a separable Hilbert 
space, and vedom(H) f \ dom(p^), where = exp(-tH/2) for telR. Then
3<v, Hv> >||v||^&n(||v||^||p_v|| )^ (5.12)
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Proof Recall that Jensen’s inequality ([54]), Theorem 3.3) states if 
y i's a probability measure, feL^(y) real and with range in (a,b), and 
9  convex on (a,b), then
9 ( fdy) < (9®f)d|j (5.13)
Now if H = AdE(A) is the spectral resolution of H, then
<v,9(H)v> = 9 (A)d<v,E(A)v>
with f=1 and dy = I|v|I ^d<v,E(A)v>, Jensen’s inequality gives 
9(||v|| ^<v, Hv>) < Ilv|I ^<v,9(H)v>
Taking 9(t) = exp(-gt/2), squaring, using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality.
taking logarithms, and multiplying by - 1  gives the result. ■
Proposition 5.12 A g-KMS state 9 on (^ ,5) obeys Sewell’s inequality
(5.14)
Conversely if a state 9 satisfies Sewell’s inequality, then it is 
stationary. If in addition the self—adjointness and stability conditions
(ii), (iii) of Definition 5.3 are satisfied, 9 is g-KMS.
**
Proof Take H = H. in the previous lemma, and v = [f],. Then 
-----  9 9
I  I  v| I  ^  = 9(f f); <v, Hv> = - 9 (ô(f )f); and
1 ^ = 4>(ff*)
The inequality (5.12) gives (5.14) with these values substituted.
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For the converse we start by showing stationarity. From Sewell’s 
inequality follows
,Im9(6(f )f) = 0
For f = g*-], we get Im9(5(g)) = 0. Replacing g by ig gives Re9(6(g)) = 0, 
so 9 (6 (g)) = 0. Now assume (ii), (iii) of Definition 5.3 in addition.
For keC (IR) consider
v(k) =
y(k) =
k ( - A ) d < [ f * ] ^ , E ( X ) [ f * ] ^ >
k(A)d<[f] ,E(A)[f]^>
Sewell ([52] , Theorem 3) has shown that v<y and the Radon-Nikodym 
derivative is dv/dy (A) = exp(-gA). Here {E(A) : AdR} is the spectral
family for H, . The remainder of Sewell’s proof that 9 is g-KMS now
9 -
goes through : ibid Lemma 12. g
To discuss Bogolubov’s inequality we need the following lemma on operator 
bounds.
Lemma'5.13 Let A be a positive self-adjoint operator and 0<a<l. Then 
for every Yedom(A),
I Ia“9| |^<al |A9| I^+(l-a)I IYlI^ (5.15)
If 9,Ycdom(A^)A dom(A^&nA), we also have
~ < a“9,a“y > = <A^&nA*,A^Y> + <A^9,A^&nAY> (5.16)
da
Proof From Holder’s inequality for the spectral resolution,
| | a “ ï | | ^  S  l | A Y | | 2 " | | Y | | 2 - 2 «
and by Jensen’s inequality ([54], p.64) .
I | A y | | 2 " M 9 1  | 2 “ 2 a  ^  a | | A Y |  | 2 + ( } _ a ) |  | Y | | ^ ,
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giving the first result.
For the second result we consider the derivative as a limit. We write 
. h-'<(A"+h-A")T,A"+h$> + h-'<A*T,(A"+h-A")$>
and since the scalar product is jointly continuous we can pass to the 
limi t h-*0 . __
Proposition 5.14 A g-KMS state 9 on obeys Bogolubov’s inequality
H([f ,g]) I^<(g/2)9(f f+ff )9([g ,6 (g)]).
Proof We follow the proof given in Powers [53], Theorem 1.
Writing = exp(*tH^ /2), let be ( 0  ^ equipped with the inner product
g
0
note that by equation (5.15) [f]^ c dom(p^) for 0<t<g since
IIPg[f]^ll = IICf*]^ll
From the previous lemma, equation (5.15) we. get
I|[f]^l 1 ^ <(g/ 2 )9 (f*f+ff*) 
and from equation (5.16)
< [ f ] ^ , [ 6 ( g ) ] ^ > l  = 9 ( [ f  , g ] )
Then l9([f,g])|^ < IlCf ]^JI^ llC6 (g)]^ll^
<(g/2)9(f f+ff )9([6(g) ,g])
The result follows since 9 is a hermitian functional.
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In our work so far, we have not considered the Green's functions. It 
seems to us that their existence must be considered separately for 
different models, e.g., the conditions to ensure existence for the 
ideal Bose gas will be rather different from those for the continuum 
Heisenberg ferromagnet. They should lead to the same conclusion,
however, that for a state 9  in which 6  is implemented, and generates
é ,.
a xT = expCitH ) that 
t 9
For then we can define
= <0 ,T* _ ...J a >
1 2  L| n n - 1   ^ n
We leave this question open.
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APPENDIX A 
LOCALLY CONVEX SPACES
For completeness in this Appendix we shall summarize the definitions, and 
the results from the thc'ory of loc/illy eonvex spnc(!S lh;it hnve been 
employed in the main body of tlie thesis. We will only supply proofs 
for those results that we have not been able to find in the literature 
Material for which we have not given any references may be found in 
the standard textbooks: [12], [13], [15]. All vector spaces are assumed 
to be complex.
Definition A . 1 A seminorm on a vector space E is a map p : E  »[0,™)
obeying
(i) p(f+g) ^ p(f)+p(g) ,
(ii) p(X£)= lA|p(f) for AcC
A family of seminorms is said to separate points if
(iii) pu(f) = 0  for all i d  implies f= 0
Definition A.2 A set in a vector space E is convex if f,grA, 0<A:Sl, 
implies Af+(l-A)geA. A is balanced (or circled) if feA and IA| < 1 
implies AfcA. Finally, A is absorbing if for every fcE, pfeA for some 
y>0.
Definition A.3 The gauge of an absorbing set A in a vector space E 
is the function f ^ — vp^(f) = inf{A>0 : fcAA}.
Proposition A.4 The gauge of an absorbing balanced convex set A is a 
seminorm. Conversely, a seminorm p is the gauge of any absorbing 
balanced convex set A such that
{f:p(f)<l} c A cr{f :p(f)<i}
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Definition A.5 A locally convex space (&cs) is a vector space E with 
a family of seminorms separating points and equipped with the
coarsest topology ^  for which all the sets
f+U(ij,...,i^;E), feE, neN, U(ij,.••,i^;e) = {f:p^ (f)<c,...,p^ (f)<£)
1 n
are open.
Definition A . 6  A family of continuous seminorms ^ o n  a les E is a 
generating family of seminorms if to any continuous seminorm q there is 
a seminorm pe ^  and c>0 such that for all feE
q(f) < cp(f)
Definition A.7 A closed absorbing convex balanced set A in a £cs E 
is a barrel.
Proposition A . 8  The gauge of every barrel is lower semicontinuous.
Definition A.9 A £cs E is barrelled if every barrel is a neighbourhood 
of zero.
Definition A. 10 A set B in a £cs E is bounded if sup^^gIp(f) 1 <+<» for 
every continuous seminorm p.
Definition A . 11 A Monte 1 space E is a barrelled £cs in which every 
closed bounded set is compact.
Definition A. 12 A £cs is bornological if every seminorm that is bounded 
on every bounded set is continuous.
Definition A . 13 A dual pair <E,F> is a vector space E and a space F 
of linear functionals on E which separates points.
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Definition A . 14 Let <E,F> be a dual pair. The F-weak topology on
E, a(E,F) is the locally convex topology generated by the family of 
seminorms {p^ : p^(f) = l9 (f)l> 9 cF}.
Definition A . 15 Let <E,F> be a dual pair. The Maekey topology on E,
t (E,F), is the locally convex topology generated by the family of
seminorms {p^ : p^(f) = sup^^^4>(f) I , C«F and a(F,E)-compact}
. .Definition A . 16 The topological dual E of a £cs E is the set of all 
cohtinuous linear functionals on E.
\ . ■
t
Proposition A . 17 If E is a £cs <E,E > is a dual pair.
Definition A . 18 Let <E,F> be a dual pair. A locally convex topology 
^  on E is a dual - <E,F> topology if the topological dual of El*^] 
is F.
Proposition A . 19 (Maekey-Arens) let <E,F> be a dual pair. A locally
convex topology on E is a dual - <E,F> topology iff
a(E,F) c  'CT c: T(E,F)
Proposition A.20 Let <E,F> be a dual pair. All dual - <E,F> topologies
have the same bounded sets and the same closed convex sets.
Proposition A.21 If E [ ^ ] is a barrelled or bornological £cs then
<5f = t (E,E').
Definition A.22 Let <E,F> be a dual pair and let A<=E. The polar of 
A, A , is {9eF : l9(f)l^l for all fcA}.
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I
Definition A.23 Let E be a £cs. A set C in E is equicontinuous 
if C A° for some neighbourhood A of zero.
Definition A.24 ([14]) A £cs E is a nuclear (resp. Schwartz) space 
if for every continuous seminorm p there is a summable (resp. zero ; 
convergent) sequence of positive numbers and an equicontinuous
sequence in E such that
(resp. p(f) < sup^^A^l 4 .^(f)l)
for all feE.
Definition A.25 Let E be a £cs and E' its dual. The strong topology
I » ,
3(E ,E) on E is the locally convex topology generated by the family 
of seminorms {pg : Pg(9) = (f)l, BcE and bounded}
I I
Definition A.26 A £cs E is dual nuclear or conuclear if E[g(E ,E)] 
is nuclear.
Definition A.27 A £cs ] is reflexive if the g(E ,E) dual of E ’
is E and 6 (E,e’) =<r.
Definition A.28 A directed system is a set A together with an ordering 
< which satisfies:
(i) if a,geA, then there exists yeA so that a<y and g<y.
(ii) < is a partial ordering.
Definition A.29 A net in a topological space E is a mapping from a
directed system A to E; we denote it by
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Definition A. 30 A net {^0 ,} ^ ^ topological space E converges to
a point f£E (written f ---^f) if for every neighbourhood U of f, there
is a geA so that f elJ if g<a a
Definition A. 31 A net in a £c.s E is a Cauchy net if for every
£>0 , and for every continuous seminorm p there is a yeA such that 
p(f^-fp)<E if y<a,g. E is complete if every Cauchy net converges.
Definition A.32 A £cs is quasi-complete if every bounded, closed 
subset of E is complete.
Proposition A.33 (Dieudonne-Schwartz) Let E be a vector space and
let be a sequence of linear subspaces of E such that E^ C  E^^|
for all ncN and E = Suppose that each E^ is equipped with a
locally convex topology and for each n the topology induced by
^  , on E i s  ^  . Let be the finest locally convex topology on E
n + 1  n n
for which all canonical injections i^ : E^ ►E are continuous. Then
^  induces on each E^ the topology
Definition A.34 If the hypotheses of Proposition A.33 are satisfied,
then we say that E is the strict inductive limit of the sequence
{E } and that {E } is a defining sequence of E and write 
n ndN n ndN
E = strict-lim,E . '
Proposition A. 35 (Dieudonne"-Schwartz) Let E be the strict inductive 
limit of the sequence and let E^ be closed in E^^^ for all
neN. Then a set B in E is bounded iff B is contained in some E^ and 
is bounded there.
Definition A.36 A Frechet space or F-space is a complete metrizable 
£cs.
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Definition A.37 An LF-space is a strict inductive limit of F-spaces. 
LF-spaces that are strict inductive limits of Banach spaces are known 
as LB-spaces. '
Proposition A.38 Let E be an LF-space. A linear map of E into a £cs 
is continuous iff it is sequentially continuous.
Definition A.39 Let Ej,E 2 , G be £cs. A bilinear map w : EjXE 2 " x»G
is separately continuous if the maps f — *w(f,,g) and f 2 ^ — »w(h,f 2 )
are continuous for all geE 2 , heEj.
Definition A.40 Let Ej, E 2  ,G be £cs. A bilinear map w : EjXE 2 - > G
is hypocontinuous if its restrictions to BjXE 2  and Ej%B 2  are continuous, 
for all Bj,B 2  bounded.
Proposition A.41 Let Ej,E 2 , G be £cs with Ej,E 2  barrelled. Then every 
separately continuous bilinear map w : E^xE 2  ►G is hypocontinuous.
Definition A.42 If Ej and E 2  are £cs the inductive(resp. projective}
tensor product topology \ (resp. tt) is the finest locally convex 
topology on E j ®  E 2  for which the canonical bilinear map
X  : E j X E 2  ► E j  ^ ^ 2  ^ X ( f } > f 2 ^  = f] 0 ^2* separately continuous
(resp. continuous). The tensor product equipped with the i(resp. ir)- 
topology is denoted by E j ® ^ E 2  (resp. Ej®_^E 2 ).
Proposition A.43 The i-topology is finer than the ir-topology, but they 
coincide when both factors of the tensor product are Frechet spaces, 
DF-barrelled, or LB-spaces. ([49],j, Chapter I, p.74; [55], p.316).
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Definition A.44 The completion of the £cs E ® F  in the i(resp. tt)- 
topology is called the completed inductive (resp. projective) tensor 
pfoduQt of the £cs E and F. It is denoted by E ® F  (resp. E ® V ) .
Proposition A.45 If E and F are F-spaces, E ^ F  is an F-space. If 
E and F are nuclear, E<0 F is nuclear,
TT
Proposition A.46 ' Assume that E,F are the inductive limits of the £cs
\ -
(E- : ici}, {Fj : jeJ}, respectively. Then E@&F is the inductive
limit of the £cs {E.(^F. : i d ,  jeJ}. [56], Theorem A 2.2.5)
J '
Proposition A.47 Let E^, F^ (i=l,2) be £cs and let A^:E^ yF^ be
continuous linear maps. Then Aj® A 2  : Ej  »F ^ ®^F 2 , is continuous
By extension we get a continuous linear map k^S>k^ : Ejë&E^ ^F^® F 2 .
([49], Chapter I, p.75)=
Proposition A.48 Let E and F be £cs. If {a } . and fb.}_ . are
----------------------------  a acA 6 6gA
convergent nets to a in E and b in F, respectively, then {a A  b } ,
d y  aek
and {a®bg}g^^ are nets that converge to a i^b in E ®^F.
Proposition A.49 Let E and F be nuclear LF-spaces. Then E ® F  is a 
nuclear LF-space.
EPoof By Proposition A.46 E ® F  is the inductive limit of the Frechet 
spaces {Ej^®F^ = E^^^F^ : keN}, where {E^ : kcN} and {F^ : kcN} are 
defining sequences for E and F respectively. Since {Ej^ } and {F^} are
nuclear, induces the original topology on E ^ ^ F ^  ([5 7 ], p . 119).
-  yv
Then E 0 F  = strict-lim E ^ ® F ^  is LF and nuclear ([13], Proposition 50.1).
■
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Proposition A.50 A locally convex direct sum E of a sequence {E^ .} of 
LF-spaces is LF.
Proof * Let E = 0 E . ,  and E. = strict-lim A... Define now
Î = 1  ^ ^
k
A^ = ®  A.^. The {A^} are Frechet spaces such that - E,
j=l ^
A ^ d A ^ ^ j ,  and induces the original topology on Aj^ ; strict-lim^
A^ defines then a bornological topology on E that has the same bounded 
sets as the original bornological topology on E (c.f. Proposition A.35).
By [1 2 ], Proposition 8.3, p.62, both topologies are equal and consequently 
E is an LF-space.^ .
Proposition A.51 Let (i=l,2) be generating families of semi­
norms for the £cs E^. Then ’ P 1 ^  ’ ^ 2 ^ ^ 2^’ where
n
(pj^^P 2 > (h) = inf{Z ^ke infimum is taken over all
n
possible representations of the element h in the form h - E f 8 ^,
r= 1
is a generating family of seminorms for E ^ CZ),^ E2 .
^  n
Similarly {P|<8 ^ P 2  = Pl^ J V2  ^^  2^ ^Pl
= sup{|E 9  j (f^ )(j)2 (8 j-) I* 9 ]GBp , 9 2 ^Ep  ^ {f:p(f)<l}, is a
generating family of seminorms for a locally convex topology on 
the injective tensor product topology e. Ej(^E 2  equipped with this 
topology is denoted by E ](^E2 » For all p^ c^ (i=l ,2) we have 
(P]d&gP2 )(h) < (Pj ® ^P 2 )(k) for all h e E ^ 0 E ^ .
Corollary A.52 The ir-topology is finer than the e - topology. 
Proposition A.53 A £cs E is nuclear iff for every £cs F
E 0  E = E C G F  
ir 6
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APPENDIX B 
ORDERED VECTOR SPACES
In this Appendix we briefly summarize the part of the theory of ordered 
vector spaces that has been used in Section 2. In what follows all
vector spaces should be taken as real. We will only give references
for results that do not appear in the texts [ 1 2 ] and [2 0 ].
Definition B.l A non-empty convex subset C of a vector space E is a
cone if'AC C. C for all A>0. A vector space E with a cone C will be
called an ordered vector space (ovs) and denoted by (E,C).
Proposition B.2 A cone C in E determines a transitive and reflexive
relation < by,
f < g if g-feC
This relation is compatible with the vector structure, i.e.,
(i) if f> 0  and g> 0  then f+g > 0
(ii) if f>0 then Af>0 for all A>0
Conversely if < is a relation in E which is transitive, reflexive, and
compatible with the vector structure and if we define
C = {feE ; f>0}
then C is a cone, and < is exactly the vector ordering of E induced by
C.
Definition B.3 A cone C in E is proper if C A  - C =  {0}.
Proposition B.4 The vector ordering < of E, induced by a cone C, is
antisymmetric iff C is proper.
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P r o p o s i t i o n  B.5 The i n t e r s e c t i o n  of a family of cones in E is a cone.
D e f i n i t i o n  B . 6  The smallest cone c o n t a i n i n g  a subset A of a vector 
Space E is pos A.
D e f i n i t i o n  B.7 A  cone C is g e n e r a t i n g  if E = C-C.
Definition B . 8  An order-interval in an ovs E is a set of the form
[f,g] = {hcE : fShSg}
Definition B.9 A set A in an ovs E is order bounded if A C  [f,g],
for some f.geE. eéE is an order unit if [-e,el is absorbing.
Definition B.10 Let C 4 {0} be a cone in E. A non-empty convex
subset B of C is a base for C if each non-zero element ftC has a unique
representation of the form f = Xg, where A>0 and gcB.
D e f i n i t i o n  B.11 A ray p of a cone C 4 {0} is a set of the f o r m
{xf : x>0, feè and ffO}
D e f i n i t i o n  B.12 A r ay p of a cone C 4 {0} is extre m a l  if ftp and g^f 
implies g e p .
D e f i n i t i o n  B.I3 A cone C in a £cs E is n o r m a l  if there is a g e n e r a t i n g
family of seminorms ^ o n  E such that
C|(f) £ C)(f+g) for all f.geC, q e y
P r o p o s i t i o n  B.14 E v e r y  n o r m a l  cone is proper.
P r o p o s i t i o n  B.15 If C is a cone in a &cs E, then
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C  = {*€E' : for all feC}
is a cone in E ’. C’ is called the dual cone of C.
*
Proposition B.16 If C is a normal cbne in a £cs E, then C  is 
generating for E' .
Definition B.17 A cone C in a £cs E is a strict b—cone if every
bounded set B is contained in a set of the form BjAC - B^AC, where Bj
is bounded.
Proposition B.18 ([22]) Let C be a normal cone in a nuclear space È.
Then for every continuous seminorm p there is a summable sequence of
positive numbers {A } _ and an equicontinuous sequence { 6  } in C ’
n nqiN  ^ n ngN
such that
for all frE.
Proposition B.19 ([58]) Let C ^ {0} be a closed proper cone in a quasi- 
complete dual nuclear space E such that [0,f] is compact for all feC.
Then C is the closed convex hull of its extreme rays.
Proposition B.20 ([59]);[60] Corollary p.97) Let E be a Acs, {f.: jeJ}
J
a family of vectors in E and {cj : jeJ) an accompanying family of real 
numbers. Then there is (peE' such that
(j)(fj) > Cj for all jeJ
iff (0,1) /  c£-pos{ (fj ,Cj) : jeJ} C E M R  (c.f. Definition B. 6 ; c£ = closure)
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APPENDIX C
SEMIGROUPS IN LOCALLY CONVEX SPACES
We give in this Appendix a short review of the theory of semigroups in 
£cs : [61], [62]. We will only supply proofs of Propositions not 
appearing in Lliese papers.
Let E be a £cs and L(E) the set of continuous linear operators in E.
A family M in L(E) is said to be equicontinuous, if for a n y - 
continuous seminorm p on E, there is a continuous seminorm q.on E such 
that p(Tf) < q(f) for all TcM, fcE.
Definition C.1 A one-parameter family {T^ ; t>0} in L(E) is called a 
semigroup, if it satisfies the following conditions:
( 1 ) for all t,s> 0
(2) Tq = I (the identity operator)
(3) lim^ p^T^f = T^f for all s>0, frE
A semigroup (T^ : t^O} is said to be locally equicontinuous if for 
every se(0,°o), the subfamily (T^ : 0<t<s} is equicontinuous in L(E).
T^fdtWe note that by the continuity of T^f, the Riemann integral
'o
(0<s<°°) exists in the sequential completion of E.
Proposition C.2 If E is barrelled, then every semigroup {T^ : t^O} 
in E is locally equicontinuous.
Definition C.3 The infinitesimal generator A of a semigroup 
{T^ : t>0 ) is defined by
Af =
whenever the limit exists in E.
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Proposition C.4 Let {T^ ;t>0} be a semigroup in a £cs E.
(1) if feD(A), then T^feD(A) for ail t>0 and T^f is continuously
differentiable in t relative to the topology of E, and
^ ^ f  = AT^f = T^Af for all t>0
(2) • An element f in E belongs to D(A) and Af = g iff
t
T^f-f = T^g ds for all t>0
0
Note that in this Proposition the sequential completeness of E is not 
assumed.
Corollary C.5 Let E be a sequentially complete £cs and let {T : tS:0}
rb
be a semigroup in E. Then for every feE,
to D(A) and we have 
b
Tgf ds (0<a, b<“) belongs
a
A T f ds = T.f - T f s b a
Proposition C.6 Let E be a sequentially complete £cs. Then for 
every semigroup {T^ : t^O} in E, the domain D(A) of its infinitesimal 
generator A is dense in E.
Proposition C.7 For every locally equicontinuous semigroup {T^ : t^O} 
in a £cs E, its infinitesimal generator A is closed.
Proposition C.8’ Let E be a £cs and {T^ ; t^O} a semigroup in E with
continuous infinitesimal generator A, then if
1
R^(t) = C(n-l)!] ^t’^ (1-s)^ ^(A^T^^f-A^ f)ds, we have
0
n
T,_f = Z (k!)"^tVf + R (t) and limt _t"*R (t) = 0. 
L n t^U n
k=0
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Proof This is just a particular case of Taylor's Theorem : [63] 
Theorem A.A.l and Corollary A.4.3.|g
The next Proposition is due to Prop. S. Ouchi (private communication).
00
Proposition C.9 Let {E^^neN complete, barrelled and E = 0  E^.
Let 6 be a continuous linear operator on E such that 6 (E^) ci j, for
all neN. Then 6 is the infinitesimal generator of a semigroup
{T^ ■: t>0} in E iff for all feE there is an n(f)eN such that 6^^^^(f) = 0
Proof The sufficiency is obvious.
We now show the necessity. By Proposition C.2, since E is barrelled, 
the semigroup is locally equicontinuous. Then {T^ : 0<t<l} is equi— 
continuous. By [64], Theorem 2.4, the set c(f) = {T^f : O^t^l} is
/V ^ ruf
bounded for all feE. If we set E^ = ^  E^, then E = strict-]^ E^ and
r=l
Ç  is closed in "e , for all neN. By Proposition A.35 of Appendix A 
n n + 1
there is an m(f) e N, such that C(f)<T We show by induction
that ô"(f) c for all n>0. First ô^(f) = feE^^^^. Suppose now
that for 0<n<k, 6^(f)eE^^^^. Then for 0<h<l we have
h"'"‘ '(k+I)![T,f - E (£!)"'h*'6*'(f)]eE , ,
n j,=o  ^ ^
Letting h-*0, we get from Proposition C.8 and the fact that is
complete
The assumption 6 (E^) d  E^^j for all neN and ô (f)eE^^^^ for all n+leN 
imply that there is an n(f)eN such that 6  ^  ^ = 0 .g
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/\PPgA/J)fX P
A FAMILY OF MODULAR AUTOMORPHISMS
As promised in Section 5.1 we give here a procedure to construct closed 
real subspaces having the properties specified in Proposition 5.1
Let ( < . , . > )  be a complex separable infinite dimensional Hilbert
space with orthonormal basis {e } ,, ... can also be viewed as a* n n+lrN ^
real Hilbert space when equipped with the inner product (.,.) = Re<.,.>.
2
On the set H = {E . a e : a elR, Z <+«>} the inner products,
n+lelNnn n n+ldNn
<.,.> and (.,.) coincide and turns H into a real Hilbert space; it is
easy to see that H+iH . Let now, K and L be closed real subspaces
of H such that KOL = {0} and K+L is dense in H; then ^  = K+iL is a
closed real subspace of because it is the sum of two orthogonal
(with respect to (.,.)) closed real subspaces. Evidently i / ^  = L+iK
and +i'X = (K+L)+i(K+L), which implies respectively, that
= {0} and ^  is dense in H+iH .
To illustrate the above method we discuss an example, based on some ideas 
given in [65], Section 6.5, Problem 2. .
Example Let ^  be a complex separable infinite dimensional Hilbert
space with orthonormal basis Define now
and
where A = {A } , _ is a sequence of non-zero real numbers that tends
n n+leN
to zero. It is not difficult to show that K and L^ are closed real
subspaces of H such that KnL^ = {0} and K+L^ = H, where as above
2
H = {Z , e : a c(R, Z <+«>}. Further, it can be shown that
n+ldN n n n ’ n+lejN n
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a vector VldN^V2n'"*n'^2n+l^ iff
Therefore K+L^ f H since ---> 0. If = K+iL^, then ^  is a
closed real subspace of such that ^Aiy^ = {0} and
is dense in . Let and be the real orthogonal projections
onto ^  and i / ^  respectively, and = P^+Q^; the eigenvalues of
A 2 — -
R. are y. = 1±(1+A ) ^, n+letN, and the spectrum of R, is 
A ' n A
{0,2} 17 ,( ^+ n^n+l€iN* eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalues
*'±,n “t r ® 2 n  + ‘^ ±^n®2n+I "here a^,,. = and
6^ = ±(y^ „ ./2)^. The action of the modular group = (2-R.
i- ^ ' A A
on these vectors is given by
^A “^±,n'®2n'*’^ ±/n ®2n+P " ,n 2^n'*'^ ±/n ^ 2n+1 ^
which can then be extended to all of by linearity and continuity.
— 73 —
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